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A Page on Freedom Number 16

"I'm for the Achiever"
I HAVE just about reached the end of my tolerance for the way our
society now seems to have sympathetic concern only for the misfit,
the pervert, the drug addict, the drifter, the chronic criminal, the
under-achiever. It seems to me we have lost touch with reality and
become warped in our attachments.

I feel it is time for someone like me to stand up and say, in short,
"I'm for the upperdog!"

I'm for the achiever-the one who sets out to do something and
does it; the one who recognizes the problems and opportunities at
hand, and endeavors to deal with them; the one who is successful
at his immediate task because he is not worrying about someone
else's failings; the one who doesn't consider it "square" to be con
stantly looking for more to do, who isn't always rationalizing why
he shouldn't be doing what he is doing; the one, in short, who carries
the work of his part of the world squarely on his shoulders.

It is important to recognize that the quality of any society is di
rectly related to the quality of the individuals who make it up. There
fore, let us stop referring naively to creating a "great" society. It is
enough at this stage of our development to aspire to create a decent
society. And to do so, our first task is to help each individual be
decent unto himself and in his relationship with other individuals.

We will never create a good society, much less a great one, until
individual excellence and achievement are not only respected but
encouraged. That is why I am for the upperdog-the achiever, the
succeeder. ®

-Miller Upton

THE FOUNDATION FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION, INC.
IRVINGTON-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK 10533 67
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Henry Hazlitt

The
ABC
ofa
Market
Economy

THERE are basically only two ways
in which economic life can be orga
nized. The first is by the voluntary
choice of families and individuals
and by voluntary cooperation. This
arrangement has come to be known
as the free market. The other is by
the orders ofa dictator. This is a com
mand economy. In its more extreme
form, when an organized state ex
propriates the means of production,
it is called socialism or communism.
Economic life must be primarily or
ganized by one system or the other.

It can, of course, be a mixture, as
it unfortunately is in most nations
today. But the mixture tends to be
unstable. If it is a mixture of a free
and a coerced economy the coerced
section tends constantly to increase.

One qualification needs to be em
phasized. A "free" market does not
mean and has never meant that
everybody is free to do as he likes.
Since time immemorial mankind has
operated under a rule of law, written
or unwritten. Under a market sys
tem as any other, people are forbid
den to kill, molest, rob, libel or oth
erwise intentionally injure each
other. Otherwise free choice and all
other individual freedoms would be
impossible. But an economic system
must be dominantly either a free or
a command system.

Ever since the introduction and
spread of Marxism the great major
ity of people who publicly discuss
economic issues have been confused.
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This article is available, in pam
phlet form, from The Foundation for
Economic Education, Irvington-on
Hudson, N.V. 10533. Single copy
$1.00; 10 copies or more 25 cents
each.

Recently a very eminent person was
quoted as denouncing economic sys
tems that respond "only to the forces
of the market place," and are gov
erned "by the profit motive ofthe few
rather than the needs of the many."
He warned that such a system could
put "the world's food supply into
even greater jeopardy."

The sincerity of these remarks is
beyond question. But they show how
phrases can betray us. We have come
to think of "the profit-motive" as a
narrowly selfish drive confined to a
small group of the already-rich
whose profit comes at the expense of
everybody else. But in its widest

sense the profit-motive is one that all
of us share and must share. It is our
universal motive to make conditions
more satisfactory for ourselves and
our families. It is the motive of self
preservation. It is the· motive of the
father who is not only trying to feed
and house himself but his wife and
his children, and to make the eco
nomic conditions ofhis whole family,
ifpossible, constantly better. It is the
dominant motive of all productive
activity.

Voluntary Cooperation

This motive is often called "self
ish." No doubt in part it is. But it is
hard to see how mankind (or any an
imal species) could have survived
without a minimum of selfishness.
The individual must make sure he
himself survives before the species
can survive. And the so-called profit
motive itself is seldom solely selfish.

In a primitive society the "unit" is
seldom the individual but the fam
ily, or even the clan. Division of la
bor begins within the family. The
father hunts or plants and harvests
crops; the mother cooks and bears
and nurses children; the children
collect firewood, and so forth. In the
clan or the wider group there is even
more minute subdivision and spe
cialization of labor. There are farm
ers, carpenters, plumbers, archi
tects, tailors, barbers, doctors,
lawyers, clergymen, and so ad infi
nitum. They supply each other by ex-
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changing their services. Because of
this specialization, production in
creases more than proportionately to
numbers; it becomes incredibly ef
ficient and expert. There develops an
immense system of voluntary pro
ductive cooperation and voluntary
exchange.

Each of us is free (within certain
limits) to choose the occupation in
which he himself specializes. And in
selecting this he is guided by the rel
ative rewards in this occupation, by
its relative ease or difficulty, pleas
antness or unpleasantness, and the
special gifts, skills, and training it
requires. His rewards are decided by
how highly other people value his
services.

Free-Market Economy

This immense cooperative system
is known as a free-market economy.
It was not consciously planned by
anybody. It evolved. It is not perfect,
in the sense that it leads to the max
imum possible balanced production,
and/or distributes its rewards and
penalties in exact proportion to the
economic deserts of each of us. But
this could not be expected of any eco
nomic "system." The fate of each of
us is always affected by the acci
dents and catastrophes as well as the
blessings of nature-by rainfall,
earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes,
or what not. A flood or a drought may
wipe out half a crop, bringing dis
aster to those growers directly hit by

No system can overcome the
shortcomings of the human
beings that operate it-the rel
ative ignorance, ineptitude, or
sheer bad luck of some of us,
the lack of perfect foresight or
omniscience on the part of all
of us. But the ups and downs of
the market economy tend to be
self-correcting.

it, and perhaps record-high prices
and profits to the gTowers who were
spared. And no system can overcome
the shortcomings of the human
beings that operate it-the relative
ignorance, ineptitude, or sheer bad
luck of some of us, the lack of perfect
foresight or omniscience on the part
of all of us.

But the ups and downs of the mar
ket economy tend to be self-correct
ing. Over-production of automobiles
or apartments will lead to fewer of
them being produced the following
year. A short crop of corn or wheat
will cause more of that crop to be
planted the following season. Even
before there were government sta
tistics, producers were guided by rel
ative prices and profits. Production
will tend to be constantly more ef
ficient because the less efficient pro
ducers will tend to be weeded out and
the more efficient will be encour
aged to expand output.

The people who recognize the mer-
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its of this system call it the market
economy or free enterprise. The peo
ple who want to abolish it have
called it-since the publication of
The Communist Manifesto in 1848
capitalism. The name was intended
to discredit it-to imply that it was
a system developed for and by the
"capitalists"-by definition the dis
gustingly rich who used their capital
to enslave and "exploit" the
"workers."

The whole process was grossly dis-
torted. The enterpriser was putting
his accumulated savings at risk af
what he hoped was an opportunity.
He had no prior assurance ofsuccess.
He had to offer the going wage or
better to attract workers from their
existing employments. Where the
more successful enterprisers were,
the higher wages also tended to be.
Marx talked as if the success of every
new business undertaking was a cer
tainty, and not a sheer gamble. This
resulted in his condemning the en
terpriser for his very risk-taking and
venturesomeness. Marx took profits
for granted. He seemed to assume
that wealth could never be honestly
earned by successful risk-taking but
had to be inherited. He ignored the
record of constant business failures.

But the label "capitalism" did pay
unintended tribute to one of the sys
tem's supreme merits. By providing
rewards to some of the people who
risked investing their capital, it kept
putting into the hands of the work-

The label "capitalism" did pay
unintended tribute to one of the
system's supreme merits. By
providing rewards to some of
the people who risked investing
their capital, it kept putting into
the hands of the workers more
and constantly better tools to
increase per capita production
more and more.

ers more and constantly better tools
to increase per capita production
more and more. The system of pri
vate property and capitalism is the
most productive system that has
ever existed.

The Communist Manifesto was an
appeal to "the masses" to envy and
hate the rich. It told them that their
only salvation was to "expropriate
the expropriators," to destroy capi
talism root and branch by violent
revolution.

Marx attempted a rationalization
of this course, built upon what he
saw as inevitable deductions from a
doctrine of Ricardo. That doctrine
was in error; in Marx's hands the er
ror became fateful. Ricardo con
cluded that all value was created by
"labor" (which might almost be true
if one counted labor from the begin
ning of time-all the labor of every
body that went into the production
of houses, land clearing, grading,
plowing, and the creation of facto-
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ries, tools and machines. But Marx
chose to use the term as applying
only to current labor, and the labor
only of hired employees. This com
pletely ignored the contribution of
capital tools, the foresight or luck of
investors, the skill of management,
and many other factors.

The Errors of Marx

The theoretical errors of Marx
have since been exposed by a score
of brilliant writers. In fact, his pre
posterous conclusions could also
have been proved wrong even at the
time Das K apita1 appeared by a pa
tient examination of the available
contemporary knowledge of in
comes, payrolls and profits.

But the day of organized, abun
dant and even "official" statistics
had not yet come. To cite only one of
the figures we now know: In the ten
years from 1969 to 1978, inclusive,
American "nonfinancial" corpora
tions were paying their employees
an average of 90.2 per cent of the
combined total available for division
between the two groups, and only 9.8
per cent to their stockholders. The
latter figure refers to profits after
taxes. But only about half of this
amount-4.1 per cent-was on the
average of those ten years paid out
in dividends. (These figures com
pared with public-opinion polls
taken at the time which showed a
consensus of most Americans that

Economically, communism has
proved a complete disaster. Not
only has it failed to improve the
welfare of the masses; it has
appallingly depressed it. Be
fore its revol ution, the great an
nual problem of Russia was to
find 'sufficient foreign markets
for its crop surpluses. Today its
problem is to import and pay for
less than adequate foodstuffs.

corporate employees got only 25 per
cent of the total available for divi
sion and the stockholders 75 per
cent.)

Yet the fierce diatribes ofMarx and
Engels led to the Russian Revolu
tion of 1917, the slaughter of tens of
thousands, the conquest and com
munization by Russia of some half
dozen neighboring countries, and the
development and production of nu
clear weapons that threaten the very
survival of mankind.

Economically, communism has
proved a complete disaster. Not only
has it failed to improve the welfare
of the masses; it has appallingly de
pressed it. Before its revolution, the
great annual problem of Russia was
to find sufficient foreign markets for
its crop surpluses. Today its problem
is to import and pay for less than ad
equate foodstuffs.

Yet The Communist Manifesto and
the quantity of socialist propaganda
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which it inspired continue to exert
immense influence. Even many of
those who profess themselves, quite
sincerely, to be violently "anticom
munist," feel that the most effective
way to combat communism is to
make concessions to it. Some ofthem
accept socialism itself-but "peace
ful" socialism-as the only cure for
the "evils" of capitalism. Others
agree that socialism in a pure form
is undesirable, but that the alleged
"evils" of capitalism are real-that
it lacks "compassion," that it does
not provide a "safety net" for the
poor and unfortunate; that it does
not redistribute the wealth
"justly"-in a word, that it fails to
provide "social justice."

And all these criticisms take for
granted that there is a class of peo
ple, our officeholders, or at least
other politicians whom we could
elect in their place, who could set this
all right if they had the will to do so.

And most of our politicians have
been promising to do exactly that for
the last half century.

The trouble is that their attempted
legislative remedies turn out to be
systematically wrong.

It is complained that prices are too
high. A law is passed forbidding
them to go higher. The result is that
fewer and fewer items are produced,
or that black markets develop. The
law is ignored, or finally repealed.

It is said that rents are too high.
Rent ceilings are imposed. New

apartments cease to be built, or at
least fewer of them. Old apartment
buildings stand vacant, and fall into
decay. Higher rents are eventually
legally allowed, but they are prac
tically always set below what mar
ket rates would be. The result is that
tenants, in whose supposed interest
the rent controls were imposed,
eventually suffer as a body even
more than landlords, because there
is a chronic shortage of housing.

Wages are supposed to be too low.
Minimum wages are fixed. The re
sult is that teen-agers, and espe
cially black teen-agers, are thrown
out of work and on the relief rolls.
The law encourages strong unions,
and compels employers to "bargain
collectively" with them. The result
is often excessive wage-rates, and a
chronic amount of unemployed.

Unemployment relief and Social
Security schemes are put into effect
to provide "safety nets." This re
duces the urgency for the unem
ployed to find new or better-paid
work and reduces their incentive to
look. Unemployment payments, So
cial Security and other such safety
nets continue to grow. To pay for
these, taxes are increased. But they
do not raise the expected revenue,
because the taxation itself, reducing
profit incentives and increasing
losses, reduces enterprise and pro
duction. The spending and safety
nets are increased. Deficit spending
appears and increases. Inflation ap-
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pears, demoralizing production
further.

Sad to relate, these consequences
have appeared in country after coun
try. It is hard to find a single country
today that has not become a bank
rupt Welfare State, its currency con
stantly depreciating. Nobody has the
courage to suggest dismantling it or
to propose reducing its handouts or
safety nets to affordable levels. In
stead the remedy proposed every
where is to "tax-the-rich" (which
turns out everywhere to include the
middle-classes) still more, and to re
distribute the wealth.

Guided by Profit

Let us return to our point of begin
ning. The eminent person that I
quoted then is mistaken when he
tells us that we are governed by the
profit-motive of the few rather than
the needs of the many. The profit
motive is simply the name for the
practically universal motive of all
men and all families-the motive to
survive and to improve one's condi
tion. Some of us are more successful
at this effort than others. But it is
precisely the profit-motive of the
many that must be our main reli
ance for supplying the needs of the
many.

It is strange that so little recog
nition is given to the fact that a man
cannot grow richer without making
others richer, whether that is his in
tent or not. If he invests and starts

It is only when each of us has
provided for more than his own
needs that he can acquire a
surplus to help meet the needs
of others. Voluntary coopera
tion is the key.

a new and successful business, he
must hire an increasing number of
workers, and raise wages by his own
increased demand. He is supplying
his customers either with a better
product than they had before, or as
good a product at a cheaper price, in
which case they have more money
left to buy other things. Even if he
uses his own receipts only to in
crease his own consumer demand, he
helps provide more employment or
higher pay; but if he reinvests his
profits to increase the output of his
business, he directly provides more
employment, more production, more
goods.

So let us be thankful for the suc
cessful profit-motive in others. Of
course, none of us should respond
"only to the forces of the market
place." Fortunately few of us do.
Americans are not only among the
richest people in the world today but
among the most generous. It is only
when each of us has provided for
more than his own needs that he can
acquire a surplus to help meet the
needs of others. Voluntary coopera
tion is the key. ®



Clarence B. Carson

CAPITALISM:
YES and NO

SOME terms and phrases are well
suited to lucid discourse and even
debate. This is generally the case
when they have a commonly ac
cepted meaning, when they are gen
erally used-or are capable of being
used-with some precision, and when
they are not overloaded with con
notations. The fact that people differ
as to the value or desirability ofwhat
the terms signify does not disqualify
them. Otherwise, debaters would
have to employ different terminol
ogy, depending on which side they
were on. For example, it seems to me
that "free market" meets the crite
ria of a phrase well suited to dis
course and debate.

That is, "free market" has a com-

Dr. Carson specializes in American intellectual his
tory. He has written a number of books, including Or
ganized Against Whom? The Labor Union in America.
His latest are volumes I and II of a series, A Basic
History of the United States.

monly accepted meaning, can be
used with precision, and is not over
loaded with meaning so as to be
value laden. A free market is a mar
ket open to all peaceful traders, one
in which sellers are free to sell to the
highest bidder and buyers are free to
buy what they will from whatever
seller they will. Or, to put it another
way, it is a market in which buyers
and sellers are free to contract with
out obstruction or interference from
government.

Thus, when government inter
venes in the market so as to restrict
the number of sellers or buyers, to
set prices, or to prescribe quality, it
is not a free market. It is possible to
oppose or favor such a market while
agreeing as to what constitutes a free
market. Nor do differences as to the
extent of freedom entailed necessar
ily rule out the use of the phrase in
discourse.

75
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In a similar fashion "free enter
prise" and "private property" gen
erally meet the tests as terms of dis
course. Enterprise is free when all
who can and will may produce and
dispose of their goods to willing buy
ers. The opposite of free enterprise
would be government granted mo
nopoly over any field of endeavor, or
the restriction of it through fran
chises, licenses, or other devices
which exclude some enterprisers.
The phrase can be used both by those
who favor and those who oppose it,
though those who oppose it might
prefer other language. Private prop
erty is simply property that is pri
vately owned, and the owner is pro
tected in his enjoyment of it by
government. I have not, of course,
exhausted the distinctions nor cov
ered all the areas about which dis
agreement may exist, for any of
these phrases, but it was my purpose
only to make a prima facie case for
them as terms of discourse.

Capitalism: A Value-Laden Word

The same does not go, however, for
"capitalism." It does not have a com
monly accepted meaning, propo
nents of it to the contrary notwith
standing. As matters stand, it cannot
be used with precision in discourse.
And, it is loaded with connotations
which make it value laden. Indeed,
it is most difficult for those who use
it from whatever side not to use it

simply as an "angel" or "devil"
word, i. e., to signify something ap
proved or disapproved. Meanwhile,
what that something is goes largely
unspecified because it is hidden be
neath a blunderbuss word.

My considered opinion is that cap
italism is not a descriptive word at
all in general usage. Dictionary-like
definitions may give it the appear
ance of being descriptive. One dic
tionary defines it as "a system under
which the means of production, dis
tribution, and exchange are in large
measure privately owned and di
rected." On the face of it, the mean
ing may appear clear enough. We can
come in sight of the difficulty, how
ever, if we turn the whole thing
around and look at what is supposed
to be signified, shutting out of our
minds for the moment the word used
to signify it. Suppose, that is, that
we have a set of arrangements in
which the means of production, dis
tribution, and exchange of goods
"are in large measure privately
owned and directed." I am ac
quainted with such. arrangements,
both from history and from some
present day actualities.

But why should we call such ar
rangements "capitalism"? So far as
I can make out, there is no compel
ling reason to do so. There is nothing
indicated in .such arrangements that
suggests why capital among the ele
ments of production should be sin
gled out for emphasis. Why not land?
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Why not labor? Or, indeed, why
should any of the elements be sin
gled out? Well, why not call it capi
talism, it may be asked? A rose by
any other name, Shakespeare had
one of his characters say, would
smell as sweet. That argument is
hardly conclusive in this case, how
ever, nor in others similar to it.
Granted, that when a phenomenon
is identified it may be assigned a
name, and in the abstract one name
will do as well as another, if the
name be generally accepted. In the
concrete, however, the name should
either follow from the nature of the
phenomenon or be a new word. Oth
erwise, it will bring confusion into
the language.

Marxist Derivations

Capitalism, as a word, does not
conform to these strictures. Its root
is capital, an already well estab
lished word in economics, used to re
fer to one of the elements of produc
tion. Moreover, capitalism gave a
form to the word that already had a
more or less established signifi
cance. When an "ism" is added to a
word it denotes a system of belief,
and probably what has come to be
called an ideology. It is highly un
likely, if not linguistically impossi
ble, for such a formulation to serve
as a neutrally descriptive word for
the private ownership of the means
of production, and so on.

But we are not restricted to theory

in our efforts to discover whether
capitalism is simply a neutrally de
scriptive word. It was given cur
rency in the highly charged formu
lations of Karl Marx and other
enemies of private property. Marx's
fame hardly stemmed from any pow
ers he may have had for neutral de
scription. On the contrary, he is best
known for his extensive efforts to re
duce all of reality and all relation
ships to the point where they fitted
within the ideological scheme of
class struggle. He had the kind of
mind that reduces everything to a
place within a single dominant sys
tem. Thus, the private production of
goods is a system, a system reduced
in his scheme to capitalism.

In discussing the dictionary-like
definition of capitalism, I dropped
the word "system" used in the dic
tionary and substituted the word
"arrangement" for it. I did so be
cause it seemed to me that a society
could have arrangements in which
the production of goods would be pri
vately owned without this constitut
ing a system. Arrangements for dis
tinguishing between claimants of
property and protecting such claims
are necessary in society. But, "sys
tem" is ominous when linked to cap
italism on the one hand and the pro
duction, distribution, and exchange
of goods.

Private ownership of the means of
production does not dictate any par
ticular mode of production. In point
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of fact, a great variety of modes of
production do occur under private
ownership. A man may own his own
land and cultivating devices and
produce what he will by his own ef
forts. Many have, and some do. Or,
to take the other extreme, produc
tion may be organized in great fac
tories by intricate division of labor
and under extensive supervision and
direction. Between these two ex
tremes, there are in fact a great
range of ways in which production
and distribution have been and are
carried on. Indeed, it is only where
private property is the rule that this
variety is possible.

In Marx's mental world this vari
ety and diversity could not exist, or,
if it did, it could not last. It must all
be finally reduced to a single sys
tem-capitalism. And capitalism led
to greater and greater concentra
tions of wealth until all was in a few
hands. Then, of course, the apoca
lypse must come, the revolution, in
which an impoverished proletariat
would rise up in its wrath and seize
the instruments of production, and
so on and on through the whole
Marxian scenario. The word "capi
talism" still carries the overtones of
this Marxian analysis. For example,
the dictionary from which was
drawn the earlier definition gives as
further definitions of capitalism:
"the concentration of capital in the
hands ofa few, or the resulting power
or influence," and "a system favor-

ing such concentration of wealth."
Another dictionary says, "The state
of owning or controlling capital, es
pecially when tending to monopoly;
the power so held."

The High Cost of Salvage

In sum, capitalism gained its cur
rency from Marx and others as a
blunderbuss word, misnames what
it claims to identify, and carries with
it connotations which unfit it for pre
cise use in discourse. Even so, there
has been a considerable effort to re
claim the word for discourse by some
of those who are convinced of the su
periority of privately owned capital
in the production, distribution, and
exchange of goods. It is a dubious un
dertaking. For one thing, Marx
loaded the word, and when all that
he put into it has been removed, only
the shell remains. For another, lin
guistically, it does not stand for pri
vate property, free enterprise, and
the free market. It is false labeling
to make it appear to do so. Capital
ism means either a system in which
capital holds sway, which is largely
what Marx apparently meant, or an
ideology to juslify such a system.

It is not my point, however, that it
might not be possible to use capital
ism as a label for private property,
free enterprise, and the free market.
Indeed, I think it has been done at
what I call the bumper sticker level
of discourse in the United States.
Undoubtedly, if enough effort were
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put into it the name of roses could be
changed to tomatoes. But I doubt
that the game is worth the candle.
Moreover, there is no real discourse,
discursive reasoning, at the bumper
sticker level. Bumper stickers as
sert; they do not reason or prove. So
do titles of books, for examples. But
labeling is an inferior art, and name
calling is a form of propaganda.
Thus, the problem of discourse with
a word such as capitalism remains.

It is not my intention, however, to
suggest that we should discard the
word capitalism. Far from it. Rather,
I see the need for the use of the word
in its inherent sense in serious dis
course. A word, certainly a word
formed with an "ism" suffix, is gov
erned by and takes its meaning from
its root. Granted, words sometimes
slip their moorings in the course of
time and lose all connection with
earlier meanings. This is apt to hap
pen, I suspect, when the root word
has fallen into disuse. That has by
no means happened in the case of
capital. Capital itself is as important
today as ever, and the word is still
in widespread use to describe it with
considerable precision. Moreover,
something that I would like to see
correctly identified as capitalism is
widespread, if not rampant, in the
world.

Keeping in mind that capitalism,
because of the "ism," is ideological
in form, it means most basically an
ingrained preference for capital over

the other elements of production.
That is, it means an imbedded pref
erence for (or commitment to) capital
over land and labor. Considered as a
system, capitalism is the establish
ment of that preference by the ex
ercise of government power. To put
it into more precise economic terms,
it is the forced transformation of
some greater or lesser portion of the
wealth of a people into capital. In po
litical terms, it is the legalization
and institutionalization of a prefer
ence for capital.

State Capitalism

Ironically, in view of Marx and so
cialist doctrine generally, capitalism
is most rampant in Communist
countries. It is there that the most
extreme measures are taken to ac
cumulate capital. The Soviet Union,
for example, has long used slave la
bor to mine gold in forbidding climes.
It has done the same for cutting tim
ber in the arctic cold of Siberia and
for reaching other hard to get nat
ural resources. The basic aim of
much of this is capital accumulation
to foster industrialization. There is
perhaps no better way to visualize
the preference for capital over labor
than political prisoners (slave labor)
working in gold mines. But it does
take other forms. There is confisca
tory taxation, in which most of the
wealth of all who produce is taken
away for use by the state. The cap
ital hunger in Third World countries
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is ravenous today, as they reach out
to try to obtain it from countries in
which there is more wealth. The
thrust is for industrialization, and
the industries are usually owned by
the government.

Some writers who have noted this
penchant of socialist and Commu
nist countries for capital have called
it state capitalism. While the phrase
is not objectionable, it may well be
redundant. If my analysis is correct,
all capitalism is state imposed cap
italism. Otherwise, it is most un
likely that there would be an estab
lished preference for capital over
land and labor.

Granted, .some people in their pri
vate affairs do evince a preference
for capital over other sorts of expen
ditures. I have known men, for ex
ample, who were much more given
to buying tools and various equip
ment than clothes. But then the
same men often spend more on au
tomobiles, not usually capital expen
ditures, than on either. Nor is it
likely that businessmen, however
enamored they may be with machin
ery or computers, will make so bold
as to ignore the market for long in
determining the mix of the elements
of production. Only governments,
because they spend what they have
not earned, can afford to do that or
have the power to require others to
ignore the market. Capitalism is a
will of the wisp unless it is estab
lished by the state.

A Red Herring
The notion that the conflict in the

world is between capitalism and so
cialism is a Marxian red herring.
Whether Marx deliberately con
ceived a perverse term to designate
the conflict or not, it has had re
markable success in confusing the
issue. In Marxian terms, capitalism
is not simply the private control over
the instruments of production. It is
the effective ownership and control
over the instruments of production
by a few men with vast concentrated
wealth at their disposal. In Marxian
terms, again, this great wealth was
obtained by the ruthless exploita
tion of workers. To argue the oppo
site position is to risk falling into a
fairly well laid trap. At the most ob
vious level, it is to take on a varia
tion ofthe old conundrum ofwhether
or not you are still beating your wife.

Thus, the defender of "capitalism"
begins by granting that, sure, 19th
century capitalists were a hard lot.
But that has all changed in the 20th
century, he maintains; humane leg
islation and genteel businessmen
have changed all that. To sustain
this argument, he grants more and
more of the Marxist, or at least the
socialist, case, and justifies the in
creasing government control over
private property. Those who argue in
this wise have taken the socialist
bait and rushed headlong into so
cialism with it.

But the heart of the difficulty is
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that the word capitalism as it is em
ployed is a semantic trap. On the one
hand, it makes it difficult to keep the
issues in focus, because it is used in
a confusing and misleading way. On
the other hand, it blocks from our
view a mass of phenomena which we
need to see clearly, and which capi
talism used in its root sense would
help to do. The issue is not between
capitalism and socialism. There is an
issue about private vs. public own
ership of the means of production,
but there is no logical connection be
tween that and capital or capitalism.

Whatever Marx may have thought
about capital, all too little appar
ently, there is no substantial differ
ence among the leaders in the world
today over the necessity for and de
sirability of capital to aid in both ag
ricultural and industrial production.
If anything, socialist countries are
more determined to get their hands
on accumulated capital and concen
trate it than what remains of so
called capitalist countries.

Every device, ranging from the
most sneaky to the most openly con
fiscatory, is employed in this quest.
I nominate as the most sneaky the
monetizing of debt, by which wealth
in private hands is sopped up by a
process of monetary debasement.
There exists now a vast series of
banking-like mechanisms by which
this money is sopped up and trans
ferred to countries around the world
where governments more or less own

and control the instruments of pro
duction. Capital is what much ofthis
is about, and if we could call it by its
proper name, it would be called cap
italism. As matters stand, however,
we are denied the use of the very
word that could help to bring all this
into focus.

Freedom ys. Tyranny

The issue, I repeat, is not between
socialism and capitalism, in any
meaningful sense ofthe words. In the
broadest sense, it is between free
dom and tyranny. As regards cap
ital, it is between whether men shall
be able to keep the fruits of their la
bor and dispose of accumulations of
it as they think best, or have it con
fiscated and used for politically de
termined ends. It is between the free
market and the hampered market. It
is between free enterprise and state
controlled activity under the direc
tion of a vast bureaucracy. It is be
tween dispersed wealth under indi
vidual control and concentrated
wealth used to augment the power
of the state. It is between the right
to private property and the might of
centralized government thrusting
for total power. There· are other di
mensions, moral and social, to the
contest, but the above are the major
economic ones. Capitalism, as cur
rently used, tends to act as a red her
ring to draw us off the scent and
draw attention to largely extraneous
issues.
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So, I conclude, as regards the use
of the word capitalism, sic et non, or,
in English, yes and no. No, to take
that part of the equation first, the
word cannot be effectively used in
discourse and debate in its Marxian
or socialist sense. It cannot be used
with precision because it is a loaded
word, loaded with Marxian ideology.
It has been severed from its root and
made to connote what it does not
clearly do. Nor does it have a com
monly accepted meaning, or set of
meanings, for Marxists and non
Marxists. Its use obfuscates the is
sues and conceals a major aspect of
socialism (i. e., its capital hunger).

No, capitalism is not an apt word
for the use of defenders of private
ownership of the means of produc
tion. Linguistically, it does not mean
private ownership, nor does the case
for private property hinge upon its
potential use as capital. The right to
private property is grounded in the
nature of life and labor on this earth,
and it is, therefore, a gift of the Cre
ator. Its use as capital is one of the
possibilities of property. To defend
private property from the perspec
tive of the advantages of privately
disposed capital is to approach the
matter wrong end to. In any case,
capitalism is still a misnomer for
what the defenders are discussing;
their flanks are exposed to the ad
versary because it is his chosen
ground; and when the defenders
have loaded the word with their own

meanings it does not have a com
monly accepted meaning for use in
discourse.

Socialists Seize Capital to
Achieve Industrialization

Yes, there is a place for the wora
capitalism in the language. There is
an ideology and there are practices
which cry out to have this word stand
for and identify them. The ideology
is the established preference for cap
ital over the other elements of pro
duction. In practice, it thrusts to the
use of government power to concen
trate capital, to promote its accu
mulation, and to confiscate the
wealth necessary to that end. Used
in this way, the word capitalism
helps to identify and bring into focus
developments which are otherwise
difficult to construe.

We can see clearly that capitalism
is a disease of socialism, not the off
spring of private property. It is not a
system in which the instruments of
production are privately owned, but
one in which private property is
taken to provide capital for publicly
owned industries. Perhaps the most
dramatic examples of it at the pres
ent time are the grants and loans to
Third World and Communist na
tions by which wealth from the
United States and European coun
tries is being appropriated for their
industrialization. That, by my un
derstanding, is capitalism, and it
should bear the name and onus. @



Hans F. Sennholz

The Demand
for Labor

To SPEAK of a supply of labor may
refer to the productive exertions by
all those individuals, whether self
employed or wage-earning, who do,
or would like to do, any work for
wage or profit. The potential supply
in a given market depends on the
size of population, the amount of
time each individual spends work
ing, and the skill and application
which the workers bring to their
jobs. The effective supply depends on
the preferences and choices by the
workers themselves.

The demand for labor springs from
its usefulness in the satisfaction of
human wants. The potential de
mand is as infinite as man's wants
and desires. Some are necessary to
sustain his life, others to please his
fancy. When his desires are bound-
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less, his labors are endless. They set
a task he can never accomplish, and
create work he can never finish.

The specific demand for labor de
pends on the preferences and choices
by entrepreneurs in the labor mar
ket. Their bidding for labor in turn
is dependent on their anticipation of
the productivity of labor, which is the
value consumers ascribe to labor ser
vices. It provides an excellent guide
and sets a definite limit to employer
bidding for labor.

Interdependence of demand and
productivity does not imply a con
stant relationship. It does not follow
that a rise or fall in productivity
must result in proportional changes
in the demand for labor. Modern eco
nomics rejects "quantitative anal
ysis" because there are no constant
relations that would permit quanti
tative measurement. Even if a stat
istician were to demonstrate that, at
a given time and place, a ten percent

83
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rise in labor productivity brought
forth a twenty percent rise in the de
mand for labor, no such relationship
may exist at other times and in other
places. Human behavior toward la
bor and every economic good is var
iable. Different individuals ascribe
different values to labor and the
products of labor. In fact, the same
individual may change his valua
tions under changing conditions.

Production for the future must be
ever mindful of the future and must
anticipate future changes. Prices
may change and affect the economic
outlook. When wage rates are rising,
employers must reflect on the pos
sibility that the rates may soon re
vert to the old rates, that they may
remain where they are at the pres
ent, or that they will rise still fur
ther in the future. Employers must
give thought to the future prices of
the product, which may rise, fall, or
remain the same. In short, employer
bidding for labor always hinges on
the anticipation of future labor
productivity.

The Productivity of Labor

Consumers, who are the ultimate
directors of the production process,
attach value to labor services. They
judge labor like any other factor of
production, by the improvement it
adds to their well-being. Economists
put it succinctly, labor is valued ac
cording to the anticipated improve
ment expected from the employment

of an additional laborer. They call it
"marginal productivity." In simple
words, a worker's productivity is de
termined by the value consumers at
tach to his services and achieve
ments. Employees, employers and
capitalists, all are subject to the
whims and wishes ofconsumers who
want to be served at the lowest pos
sible price. Employers', therefore, are
eager to buy all the specific labor
they need for production at the low
est price. But they must compete
with other employers who are guided
by similar considerations, offering
wages high enough to attract the
needed labor from their competitors.
To remain in business they must out
bid competing employers and pay the
market rate, which is forever ad
justing to the "marginal productiv
ity" for each kind of labor.

If, for any reason, employers
should offer wage rates that are
lower than the productivity rates, a
profit margin \\rould appear. People
eager to take advantage of the mar
gin would bid for more labor and
thereby push wage rates back to the
height set by productivity. Surely,
employers are interested in buying
labor at the lowest possible price.
But no one alone, or together with
others, can actually lower his rate
without creating a profit opportu
nity for competitors. Other employ
ers and would-be employers seeing
bargain labor would want to seize
the opportunity and buy additional
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labor, which would lift wage rates
back to the rates set by productivity.

Many economists have gone astray
at this very paint of labor market
competition. From Adam Smith to
Jean-Baptiste Say, John Stuart Mill,
Alfred Marshall, and a host of dis
ciples, they all lamented a conjec
tured failure of the competitive or
der; they all devised their specious
doctrines of labor's disadvantage and
exploitation. Their doctrines and
theories in turn gave birth to the la
bor movement that commonly aims
at replacing the competitive private
property order with a political com
mand system. They induced govern
ments the world over to embark upon
radical government intervention in
order to favor laborers at the ex
pense of the owners of capital. In
time they caused governments to re
strict labor market competition and
bestow legal privileges on workers'
combinations and unions. Contem
porary policies continue to reflect
their notions and prejudices.

Guided by such spurious doctrines
modern man is eager to use the force
oflaw to raise his wage rates and im
prove his condition. Ever angry at
his "disadvantages," he does not
hesitate to use his political appara
tus of coercion. His government may
set minimum wage rates and man
date expensive benefits; disobedi
ence is visited with fines and prison
sentences. His labor association may
engage in violent strikes in order to

raise wage rates and reduce labor
output. In every case he brings forth
the specter of falling demand and
rising unemployment, that is, people
willing and able to work but unable
to. find employment at the coercive
rate. Economists call it "institu
tional" unemployment. It must not
be confused with "temporary" mar
ket-generated unemployment.

Directed by Consumers

Directed by consumer choices and
preferences, employers buy definite
performances at market rates. They
do not knowingly buy labor at rates
that can be expected to result in fi
nancial losses, nor do they for long
retain labor that usurps income from
investors and entrepreneurs. In fact,
they discharge submarginal work
ers whenever they can, in order to
preserve the production process and
safeguard their own jobs as well as
those of other workers.

Consumers acting on free markets
may be responsible for fluctuations
in wage rates. They may cause some
to rise and others to fall and thereby
reassign labor to various fields of
production. Some rates may rise in
reaction to rising consumer valua
tion and appreciation. Others may
fall in response to declining con
sumer demand. But all such declines
do not create mass unemployment
unless wage rates are forcibly pre
vented from readjusting. Industries
may shrink and vanish because of
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changing consumer aspirations and
changing production technology.
They may cut wage rates and reduce
fringe benefits until laborers prefer
to seek other employment. But such
changes do not cause institutional
unemployment. At the market rate
of wages anyone willing to work can
find employment and anyone look
ing for labor can find it.

A worker may be discharged be
cause his employer is readjusting the
production process in response to
changing consumer demand. Or,
having failed to adjust in time, the
latter may face liquidation in bank
ruptcy, which releases all labor.
Workers discharged may not imme
diately take another job; they may
search for a better opportunity in
other markets. They may want to re
locate in another community or
move to another climate. For anyone
of a thousand reasons they may
choose to wait for a more propitious
opportunity. Their unemployment,
being the outcome of both market
change and individual choice, is
"temporary" and must not be con
fused with "institutional" unem
ployment, which is as persistent as
the institutional force that is creat
ing it.

Temporary Unemployment

Man is not free to choose perma
nent unemployment. He must labor
in order to sustain his life and pro
vide some comforts of living. In an

exchange system he must adjust his
labors to the demands of the market
where his fellowmen manifest their
wants and desires. Failure to adjust
promptly to changing conditions
may lead to unemployment.

There may be technological un
employment, which always attracts
a great deal of popular interest.
Technological progress may reduce
the number of workers needed to
perform certain operations. Com
puter production and management
may result in simplifying and short
ening the production processes,
thereby reducing the number of
workers required to perform them.
Labor-replacing machinery and me
chanical handling may result in a
reduction of the number of workers
needed to man a workshop.

The worker displaced by techno
logical changes faces the risk of an
extended period of unemployment
unless he chooses to adjust quickly
to the new situation. He may move
to another industry that is expand
ing and bidding for more labor. Or
he may choose to wait until his for
mer employer recalls him. After all,
the new process of production that
displaced him usually results in
lower goods prices and an increased
demand for the goods. It may lead to
an expansion of business and may
necessitate the rehiring of dismissed
workers and the addition of new
workers.

New tools of production need to be
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manufactured, installed, serviced,
and operated, all of which require
human labor. The new machines
need designers, draftsmen, manu
facturers, truck drivers, program
mers, installers, operators, and re
pairmen. In most cases the laborer
who is displaced by a machine may
be qualified to work with it in some
capacity. If, however, he makes no ef
fort to learn and adjust, preferring
to wait and see, the displaced worker
may not get the job. Instead, it may
go to a white-collar worker or a
young school graduate who is eager
to learn.

In recent decades manufacturing
employment has been declining
while certain service industries have
expanded rapidly and required ad
ditionallabor. Supported by massive
government spending, the health
care industry, especially for the el
derly, has grown significantly. It has
absorbed some labor set free by man
ufacturing industries. In many in
stances, however, displaced factory
workers refuse to make the move to
another industry in another loca
tion; they had rather wait until they
are called back or their unemploy
ment benefits run out.

There may be seasonal unemploy
ment. It is the composite effect of cli
matic and institutional forces that
are felt regularly each year. Farm
employment in the United States, for
instance, rises from early spring un
til fall, then declines sharply as win-

ter approaches. Many other activ
itiesare subject to similar fluc
tuations. Construction is affected di
rectly by changing weather condi
tions. In the snow belt a cold winter
may bring most outdoor construc
tion to a halt. Intermingled with the
climatic variations are the effects of
institutional factors. Industries as
sociated with education, for in
stance, are affected by the schedul
ing of the school year from
September to June. Retailers are af
fected by the designation oftax dates
by federal and state governments.
Holidays have a wide range of eco
nomic effects. Christmas and Easter
have major impacts on the volume of
business; other holidays, such as
July 4, Memorial Day, and Labor
Day usually are of less effect. They
all create an annual cycle that is re
current and periodic.

Seasonal Fluctuations

The list of industries directly af
fected by seasonal factors is surpris
ingly large. Seasonal influence is
clearly discernible not only in agri
culture and construction, but also in
iron and steel, automobiles, tires, ce
ment, glass, shoes, appliances, con
fections, men's and women's cloth
ing, and many others. Many
businesses shut down or curtail op
erations during seasonal slumps.

Industries subject to seasonal fluc
tuations obviously need to compete
for available labor with other indus-
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tries that offer more regular em
ployment. They can compete effec
tively only if their wage rates are
high enough to induce a sufficient
number of workers to prefer sea
sonal over regular employment. The
structure of wage rates reflects the
seasonal irregularity in demand.

Some workers prefer seasonal em
ployment over year-round work; they
may enjoy seasonal unemployment,
which to them may be self-employ
ment during the off-season. Most
teachers love their seasonal unem
ployment; they call it vacation. Some
may prefer to be fully employed
throughout the year; they may teach
during the school year and labor in
commerce and industry, or seek self
employment during their vacations.
Migrant farm hands may bend their
effort in custom grain harvesting,
starting in Oklahoma and following
the season north until it ends in
northern Saskatchewan. Fruit pick
ers may start in southern California
and end up in British Columbia.
During the winter they may retreat
to their homesteads in Mississippi
and Florida. In every case the wage
and fringe benefit structure of the
seasonal industry adjusts to the ir
regularity and thereby secures the
needed number of workers.

There may be a great deal of un
employment of older workers. Many
make little effort to adjust to a new
situation, which makes employers
reluctant to hire them. This well-

known tendency is deeply rooted not
only in custom and convention, but
also in human nature itself. As he
grows older, man may resist changes.
When strength and energy wear
away, his economic productivity
tends to decline. But he may expect
to be paid according to seniority,
rather than productivity, which may
make him more expensive than
younger competitors. And even if he
were to earn identical wage rates, his
unit costs of production may rise as
his productive efficiency declines.

Productivity and Income

Self-employed people are much
more aware of the direct relation
ship between productivity and in
come than employees. They are pre
pared to face declining incomes when
personal productivity declines in ad
vancing age. The physician or den
tist who attends to fewer patients
readily accepts the fact that his in
come may decline. The businessman
knows that his profit will shrink
when his output decreases. But his
aging employees tend to forget it;
they may expect a stream of raises
and improvements until they choose
to retire. Their costs continue to rise
while their productivity declines,
which makes them primary targets
for disemployment. In other words,
there are no employment contracts
calling for wage cuts after age 40, 50,
or 60, but there is a great deal of un
employment. It also explains why
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self-employed people generally con
tinue to labor in their professions
long after employees have retired.
Government usually compounds the
trend by imposing laws and regula
tions that aim at benefiting elderly
employees. But benefits exacted by
force merely raise employment costs
and thereby disadvantage the in
tended beneficiaries even more.

Physical strength and prowess
may diminish early in life, but man
may continue to grow in experience,
knowledge and wisdom throughout
his life. As long as he is growing, his
economic productivity may be ris
ing. There is no specter of unem
ployment, which appears only to
submarginal workers. Unskilled la
borers who have nothing to sell but
their physical strength may become
submarginal at an early age; they
may become "old" in their thirties
when youthful vigor is fading away.
Factory hands who acquire their
skills in a day or two become "old"
early in life. Skilled workers who are
masters of a difficult trade need not
fear the competition of younger peo
ple; they may enjoy highest personal
productivity in their middle years.
Professional people who may be
studying and learning all their lives
may achieve their highest produc
tivity in their fifties and sixties. The
philosopher who inquires into the
nature of things and synthesizes all
learning may be at his best in his
seventies and eighties. He has noth-

ing to fear of the competition by his
younger colleagues.

And yet, they all may fall prey to
cyclical unemployment, which
throughout recent history has been
one of the great economic and social
evils. Workers are laid off en masse
when business is caught in the
throes of depression. Millions are
idled, and in time are impoverished,
as economic wheels grind to a halt.
Depression time is readjustment
time. Economic production is read
justing to consumer demand, capital
markets are correcting the mistakes
made in the past, and labor markets
are reassigning labor in response to
changing demand.

Cyclical Unemployment

The public is poorly informed
about cyclical unemployment. Un
der the influence of Mainstream
Economics, most people are led to be
lieve that depressions are the evil
fruit of the competitive order. In
reality, depression and unemploy
ment are the inevitable outcome of
government interference with
money and credit. They are the con
sequences of boom-and-bust policies
that lead to credit expansion, fol
lowed by credit contraction. The
harm is wrought during the eco
nomic boom; it is corrected with
much pain during the depression
that follows.

Before the 1930s, when there was
little government intervention, the
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depressions were relatively short
and mild. There was little unem
ployment. After all, there was no in
stitutional restraint on the labor
market, no minimum wage legisla
tion, no unemployment compensa
tion. When economic production was
forced to readjust, labor would read
just with equal speed and efficiency.
It would freely move about the labor
market and shop around for the best
available position. Workers labored
from dawn to dusk, especially dur
ing depressions. Chronic unemploy
ment was utterly alien to them.

Institutional Unemployment

The specter of mass unemploy
ment first made its appearance when
government became a back-seat
driver. In 1930, when there was some
cyclical unemployment, the govern
ment urged business not to adjust,
but to increase business spending.
Municipalities and states were
called upon to boost their spending
for public works. The back-seat
driver erected trade barriers, ran
huge budgetary deficits, doubled in
come taxes and raised business
taxes, and in many instances, seized
control over the car while denounc
ing the driver. He set minimum
wages, ordered fringe benefits, ex
acted and paid unemployment com
pensation, and introduced collective
bargaining, all of which served to
hamper the labor market. They gave
rise to institutional unemployment.

Government is a necessary evil,
like wheel-chairs and crutches. It
protects the lives and property of its
citizens from aggressors and wrong
doers. Our need of it reveals that
there is evil in the world. The evil is
multiplied if government itself be
comes the instrument of evil. It may
govern too much and thereby kill the
self-help and energy of the governed.
It may neglect to protect the prop
erty of the citizenry, or even prey on
it for its own benefit or that of oth
ers. It may engage in massive trans
fer that seizes income and wealth
from productive citizens and doles
them out to its constituents. And in
a moment of omnipotence it may in
terfere with economic production
and enforce wage rates that cause
mass unemployment.

Government may set minimum
wages. For any number of political
reasons, it may issue minimum-rate
mandates and call on courts and po
lice to enforce them. To judge the
economic effects of this intervention
it is important to determine the re
lationship of the mandated rate to
the market rate, that is, the mini
mum rate imposed by courts and po
lice versus the going rate paid in the
labor market. There are three con
ceivable possibilities with varying
effects:

1. The police rate may be lower
than the market rate; it may be $1
per hour, for instance, but everyone
is earning more than the minimum.
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No apparent ill effects may come
from such intervention that actually
does not intervene. It is potentially
harmful, however, as the markets
may change and cause some wage
rates to fall below the minimum, in
which case the minimum would now
be higher than the market rate and.
give rise to unemployment. More
over, it is conceivable that some
youngster may not yet produce the
minimum, which would cause him to
fall into unemployment or, if he
chooses to ignore the mandate, be
come a criminal in the eyes of the
law.

2. The police rate may coincide
with the market rate. Again, no ap
parent ill effect may come of the
mandate. However, market changes
may cause the police rate to be
higher than the rate the market
would set. In this case the minimum
costs of some workers would exceed
their productivity; they would be
come "submarginal" and face
unemployment.

3. The police rate may be higher
than the rate the unhampered mar
ket would set. This is the normal
case of minimum wage legislation.
After all, government means to lift
the wage rates of poor people above
the given rates in order to benefit
them and earn their political sup
port. It is unfortunate, however, that
workers who produce less than the
legal minimum tend to be unem
ployed. Every time government

raises the minimum it boosts the un
employment rolls. It may want to
raise the minimum from $5 an hour
to $6 by mandating a higher hourly
rate or adding fringe benefits. It may
want to benefit millions of Ameri
cans who are earning less than $6 an
hour, by lifting their incomes by or
der of court and police. The order is
issued to all employers alike-prof
itable employers, marginal employ
ers who manage to cover their costs
and earn a going rate of return, and
submarginal employers who are
earning less.

Profitable employers earning re
turns higher than the going rates,
may be able to cover the higher labor
costs. The minimum mandate
merely prevents them from forming
more capital and expanding their
businesses, and may discourage
them from hiring new labor. The
marginal enterprises will become
submarginal as a result of the min
imum wage boost. They will be earn
ing less than they could earn in fields
that require no minimum wage la
bor. In reaction, employer-entrepre
neurs may choose to curtail their
most expensive production. They
may dismiss some labor, ineluding
minimum wage labor. Submarginal
enterprises may do the same. The
pressure of competition may force
them even more than the others to
curtail loss-inflicting output and dis
charge unneeded labor. The curtail
ment by both, the marginal and sub-
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marginal enterprises, reduces the
supply ofeconomic goods on the mar
ket, which in time may raise their
prices.

Consumers are the ultimate bosses
of the production process. They set
prices and determine the payroll. It
is a well-known fact that consumers
usually buy fewer goods at higher
prices, and therefore require less la
bor. How much less? Noone can fore
see the consumers' reaction, which
may vary from product to product
and may change over time. It is
likely, however, that some are pre
pared to pay higher prices, which
will permit employers to pay higher
wages. As no one can know in ad
vance how high prices will rise in re
action to the reduction in output and
how many will pay the higher prices,
no one can know in advance how
many workers will find employment
at $6 an hour. If 10 million people
were to benefit from the wage man
date, 8 million, perhaps, may enjoy
the boost and 2 million may be cast
from the employment rolls. At other
times and in other places 5 million
workers may partake of the boost
while 5 million may be condemned
to long years of unemployment.

Benefit Mandates

Government intervention may
take the form of benefit mandates for
some or all workers. To be popular
and "progressive" government may
mandate new labor benefits. If wage

rates are not reduced promptly to
compensate for the boost in benefits,
total labor cost may exceed the mar
ginal productivity of some workers
and, therefore, create unemploy
ment. To reflect on employment and
unemployment is to consider total
cost, which usually comprises not
only the workers' take-home pay and
tax exaction, but also numerous em
ployee benefits. Employers may be
ordered to provide certain benefits
or contribute to them. They may be
directed to pay unemployment com
pensation, workman's compensa
tion, paid vacations, healthcare ben
efits, and contribute to old-age and
disability benefits and other labor
causes.

To ponder over the demand for la
bor is to compare the productivity of
labor with the cost of labor, that is,
total cost. It is irrelevant to employ
ers how the various shares of labor
cost are to be distributed, as· take
home payor fringe benefit, as pay
roll tax or contractual contribution
to Red Cross or the Little League.
What matters is a comparison of to
tal cost of labor with its productivity.
If the former is made to exceed the
latter, unemployment sets in.

Unemployment caused by benefit
mandates may be temporary if other
compensation is permitted to adjust.
If a mandate raises labor cost by 10
percent and the unemployment in
time depresses wage rates by 10 per
cent, they cancel each other. In the
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end, the mandate merely ordered
benefits for workers and, by way of
unemployment and wage rate ad
justment, made them pay for the
benefits. It is illusory to believe that
government can for long force inves
tors and entrepreneurs to grant ben
efits without receiving labor in
return.

Some of the benefits accomplish
the very opposite of what their po
litical sponsors mean to accomplish.
Unemployment compensation is de
signed to alleviate the pains of un
employment and facilitate the
search for a job. But it is an unfor
tunate fact that every boost in un
employment taxation levied on em
ployers raises the cost of labor and
thus reduces the demand for labor.
In deep recessions with heavy un
employment, state governments are
quick to raise tax rates and bases,
which invariably raises the unem
ployment. States with high rates of
unemployment taxation suffer from
high rates of unemployment.

Production Barriers Reduce
Labor Efficiency

Government may erect production
barriers that reduce the productivity
of labor. It may raise business taxes,
boost environmental costs, erect
trade barriers, impose regulations
and controls. It may engage in def
icit spending and consume business
capital, reducing labor productivity.
If labor costs are not reduced simul-

taneously they may exceed the mar
ginal productivity of some workers
and thereby create unemployment.

To judge the import of production
barriers it is important to distin
guish between new and old barriers,
between new and old government in
tervention. New barriers are those
to which the price and production
structures have not yet fully ad
justed. The new business tax has not
yet raised goods prices, business may
still be in the throes of adjustment
through reduction in output and dis
employment of labor. The new trade
barrier may not yet have had its full
effect on output, prices and wages.
The new budget deficit that is con
suming business capital and reduc
ing labor productivity, may not yet
have run its course. Readjustment to
new barriers takes time; it may take
several years of painful readjust
mentuntil the apparatus of produc
tion has adjusted anew to consumer
demand.

Old harriers are those to which the
price and production structures have
fully adjusted. The painful readjust
ment is over, wage rates are lower,
goods prices are higher, and the un
employment that forced the labor
adjustment lies in the past. Present
unemployment cannot be placed on
the doorsteps of old barriers erected
during the 1960s and 70s. The ap
paratus of production has adjusted
to them. Today's unemployment
must be explained in terms of new
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barriers to which the labor market
has not yet fully adjusted, and in
terms of insurmountable barriers to
which no legal adjustment is feasi
ble. Price and cost adjustment can
not easily overcome the minimum
wage barrier that prevents the em
ployment of much unskilled labor,
nor can it readily compensate for the
generous subsidies granted to the
unemployed. For many workers
their choice ofjob or joblessness may
depend on the difference between la
bor income and unemployment com
pensation. For them, the utility of la
bor tends to shrink and that of
leisure may rise whenever leisure is
subsidized.

Unemployment compensation con
stitutes a production barrier in the
sense that it may induce some work
ers temporarily to withdraw from
production. It reduces the supply of
labor, which in turn raises the mar
ginal productivity and wage rates of
the remaining labor. The boost tends
to be temporary unless the compen
sation succeeds in creating a stand
ing army of unemployed. In that
case, it must not be overlooked that
the increase is accomplished at the
price of mass unemployment and
grievous suffering of the unem
ployed. It is financed by unemploy
ment taxes exacted from the income
of the employed, and is borne by all
members of society who are made
poorer by the idleness of some of its
members. Unemployment compen-

sation is a rather ineffective method
of raising wage rates and improving
the economic lot of working people.

Interference with Prices

Government may. interfere with
the pricing process and thereby
lower the productivity of labor. If la
bor costs are not adjusted simulta
neously some labor may become sub
marginal. As government is most
keenly interested in "essential"
products and services,· e.g., fuel, util
ities, steel, and the like, it may for
cibly hold their prices below market
rates, thereby depressing labor
productivity.

Throughout the 1970s the Federal
Government kept oil and gas prices
far below world market prices. The
price controls, together with a fuel
allocation program, struck hard at
economic production and employ
ment. It brought Sunday closings of
filling stations, created long lines on
other days, lowered home and office
thermostats, and reduced commer
cial air service. It brought energy
brown-outs, and energy-related in
dustriallayoffs. Once self-sufficient
in energy, the U.S. was forced by
price controls to supplement gas and
oil supplies with overseas purchases.
By 1980 no fewer than 69 govern
ment agencies and a dozen Congres
sional Committees were exercising
authority on energy questions. Un
employment rose from some 4.1 mil
lion Americans at the beginning of
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the decade to nearly 6 million at the
end.

This is not to imply that the en~

ergy chaos was solely responsible for
soaring unemployment. There were
many other policies that contributed
to the evil. There cannot be any
doubt that the comprehensive price
and wage controls imposed in 1971
were largely responsible for the se~

vere recession that was to descend
on all markets in 1974 and 1975. Av
erage unemployment in 1975 was es
timated at 7.8 million Americans. If
it had not been for the rampant in
flation that was to follow, the un
employment undoubtedly would
have ~own worse.

Inflation and Unemployment

Under the sway of Keynesian doc
trines and recipes, governments the
world over are practicing deficit
spending and credit expansion in or
der to alleviate unemployment. They
are convinced that such policies con
stitute an efficient method for grad
ually lowering labor costs. Lower
real wages raise the demand for la
bor and actually reduce unemploy
ment. But the success of Keynesian
policies depends entirely on the abil
ity to deceive the workers and their
unions or, if this should fail, to per
suade them to suffer losses in real
income.

Inflation and credit expansion as
an employment policy cease to be ef
fective when the workers resist the

obvious reduction in real income.
They are foiling the Keynesian plan
when they demand wage boosts that
compensate for the rise in goods
prices. In fact, they may create new
unemployment pressures when their
contract demands anticipate future
purchasing power losses. This is why
moderate dosages of inflation no
longer cause real wages to decline
and the demand for labor to rise.

Application of ever larger doses of
inflation must, in the end, lead to a
complete breakdown of the mone
tary system and to mass unemploy
ment. Double-digit inflation causes
businessmen to hedge for survival.
They invest their working capital in
inventory and capital equipment, or
other durable goods that are .likely
to escape the monetary depreciation.
Investors buy real estate, precious
metals, and collectors' items. Eco
nomic output, especially for consum
ers, tends to decline, which causes
goods prices to rise and unemploy
ment to soar.

The ultimate folly of the Keyne
sian recipe is a combination of infla
tion and price control. Both together
instantly paralyze all markets, ham
per economic production, encourage
consumption, and create goods
shortages. They cause the exchange
system with its magnificent division
of labor to disintegrate and give way
to a primitive command sys
tem. Disintegration causes mass
unemployment.
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Labor Unions
Long before there was a Keyne

sian recipe governments began to
rely on labor combinations for im
proving labor conditions. Guided by
popular notions of labor's disadvan
tage they bestowed legal immunities
and privileges on labor unions so
that they would raise wage rates
above those the unhampered market
would set. Unfortunately, simple
economics reveals that disemploy
ment sets in wherever labor costs are
forcibly lifted above market rates.

It does not matter whether govern
ment or union is imposing the coer
cive rates. The effects are the same:
institutional unemployment. The
rates may differ according to the
measure of coercion. Government
edicts usually are more comprehen
sive and, therefore, more restrictive
than union rules. Minimum wage
legislation may affect millions of
workers. Union coercion may be lim
ited to a few companies in a few in
dustries, which obviously limits
their restrictive powers. As long as
unionism is a limited phenomenon,
the disemployment it imposes may
bring forth an adjustment in non
unionized employment. The labor
market may absorb the labor set free
by unions and thus prevent mass
unemployment.

Disemployed union labor reduces
the marginal productivity of unor
ganized labor and depresses its wage
rates. It creates a visible difference

between union rates and market
rates, which is both boon and bane
to unionism. The difference ob
viously helps to promote the union
ideology according to which unions
do raise wage rates and improve the
economic conditions of all working
people. It is a bane because it gives
rise to much suffering. It creates un
employment among union members
and depresses the wage rates of all
others. When union rates amount to
double or triple the market rates, the
industry usually falls on hard times.
With the demand for its products and
services declining, it tends to con
tract, releasing labor, until it ceases
to function as a viable industry. For
eign producers may ultimately fill
the gap torn by union restriction and
industry contraction.

The decline of a unionized indus
try is bound to accelerate when the
quantity and quality of labor may
decline as a result of diminishing ef
fort and application by the workers
themselves. They may choose to loaf
and goof off, dally and tarry, or do
shoddy and shabby work. They may
steal from their employer, damage
their tools and equipment, and oth
erwise sabotage the production pro
cess. Union labor usually is angry
labor pressing its grievances. When
labor productivity declines for any
reason, wage rates must be reduced
simultaneously. Failure to adjust la
bor cost to declining labor productiv
ity leads to unemployment.
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An Invitation to Labor
Human life is a constant want and

a standing invitation to labor. In dic
tatorships, the invitation becomes a
command that is enforced by court
and police. In free societies, it takes
the form of business demand for
workers. Employers are bidding for
labor in order to serve consumers
who are the directors of the produc
tion process.

Unemployment

Consumers judge the efforts of
every worker and determine his in
come. They decide upon employment
and unemployment. Being weighed
on their sensitive scales of produc
tivity and cost, some labor is found
wanting. In free labor markets it is
free to readjust. In markets con
strained by onerous rules and reg
ulations it is condemned to chronic
unemployment. @

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

REAL wage rates can rise only to the extent that, other things being
equal, capital becomes more plentiful. If the government or the unions
succeed in enforcing wage rates which are higher than those the un
hampered market would have determined, the supply of labor exceeds
the demand for labor. Institutional unemployment emerges.

Firmly committed to the principles of interventionism, governments
try to check this undesired result of their interference by resorting to
those measures which are nowadays called full-employment policy: un
employment doles, arbitration of labor disputes, public works by means
of lavish public spending, inflation and credit expansion. All these rem
edies are worse than the evil they are designed to remove.

Assistance granted to the unemployed does not dispose of unemploy
ment. It makes it easier for the unemployed to remain idle. The nearer
the allowance comes to the height at which the unhampered market
would have fixed the wage rate, the less incentive it offers to the ben
eficiary to look for a new job. It is a means of making unemployment
last rather than of making it disappear. The disastrous financial impli
cations of unemployment benefits are manifest.

On the unhampered market there is always for each type of labor a
rate at which all those eager to work can get a job. The final wage rate
is that rate at which all job-seekers get jobs -and all employers [get] as
many workers as they want to hire. Its height is determined by the
marginal productivity of each type of work.

LUDWIG VON MISES
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The Free
Banking
Alternative

ON MARCH 31,1980, a major piece of
legislation was passed by Congress
to deregulate commercial banks and
other deposit-type financial institu
tions. This deregulation took the
form of phasing out interest rate
ceilings on various types of time de
posits and of extending the type of
assets thrift institutions were au
thorized to hold. However, this act
took three steps in the opposite di
rection: it required all banks, mem
ber and non-member, and all thrift
institutions offering checkable de
posits to hold the same percentage of
these checkable deposits as non
interest reserves, either in vault
cash or on deposit with the Federal
Reserve; it increased federal deposit
insurance to $100,000 per account;
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and it allowed all these institutions
to borrow from the Federal Reserve.

It is apparent that Congress did not
intend to unleash the forces of com
petition on the financial system. If
this had been Congress' intention, it
would have phased out, rather than
increased, deposit insurance and
would have left the amount and lo
cation of reserve holding to the in
dividual institutions.

The purpose of this paper is to ex
plain how a completely free banking
system would operate. Under free
banking, all financial institutions
are subject only to the general laws
of incorporation and against fraud.
They would not be restrained by the
rules of a central bank and not be
audited by any government agency,
nor be protected by any government
deposit guarantee. The first part of
this paper hypothesizes how individ-
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ual banks would thrive in this com
petitive environment, while the sec
ond part shows how the most serious
problem this economy faces-infla
tion-can be controlled without any
government agency doing the
controlling.

The Individual Financial
Institution in a Free Banking
Environment

In a free banking system, any firm
can enter the banking business by
acquiring funds in any non-fraudu- '
lent manner and can put those funds
to any legal use it wants. A bank
may attract funds by offering bank
notes (currency) or deposits convert
ible on demand to specie (gold or sil
ver coin). The bank's success would
depend upon its gaining public con
fidence for holding its banknotes and
other bank liabilities, and on the
probability that it can use its funds
profitably. No bank would have any
special privileges, like those cur
rently enjoyed by central banks, such
as a monopoly ofthe note issue or the
protection of a legal tender law, giv
ing its notes forced currency. There
would be no government agency or
central bank on which the bank
could rely as a lender of last resort;
it would have to borrow in the pri
vate market at a rate consistent with
the risk involved.

Under free banking, both notes
and deposits would be promises to
pay on demand some generally ac-

cepted medium, such as gold or sil
ver. I The particular combination of
notes and deposits issued in lending
by each bank would be determined
solely by public preference. The bank
would be indifferent between the
two, but the total amount of sight li
abilities would by limited by its re
serves of specie. No government reg
ulation would specify that a bank
had to hold certain assets, such as
low-yielding government bonds, as
backing for its banknotes, as was the
case under the National Bank Act.

Not only free entry, but freedom of
exit is a necessary condition of free
banking. Banks unable to redeem
their demand obligations, and una
ble to obtain private credit, would be
forced to liquidate. This market
pressure, along with the knowledge
that there is no central bank acting
as a lender of last resort, would force
banks to act prudently.

Without a central bank, the check
clearing process would be privately
operated at its true cost, to the mu
tual benefit of banks and the public.
Any cost reductions resulting from
innovations would, by force of com
petition-, be passed along to the pub
lic. Banks would have total freedom
to branch anywhere. They would ex
tend their operations nationwide, as
have banks in Canada, England and
other countries.

The unit bank system was not a
natural development but a result of
restrictive legislation. The unit bank
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system led to correspondent bank
ing, not only for holding reserves,
but also for performance of services
which small unit banks found too ex
pensive to undertake individually. In
the United States, these reserves
tended to accumulate in financial
centers, where they were subject to
the fluctuations of speculative mar
kets. But with a branch banking sys
tem, even if a remote bank's re
serves did find their way to financial
centers, they would be held at a
branch of the remote bank, which
would retain total control over the
funds. Each bank's own liability
structure would determine how
these funds were invested and in
what maturities, in order to main
tain adequate liquidity. With no
need for a correspondent relation
ship, non-bank corporations could
have a single banking connection
nationwide as in Canada.

Branch Banking

Evidence from the depression
clearly shows that branch banking
was safer than unit banking, but
that safety increased with the wid
ening of the geographical area over
which a bank could branch. Without
branching, few banks could grow to
a size large enough to handle the
more desirable accounts. One study
showed that 80 percent of the bank
closings were in unit bank states,2

and furthermore, that two-thirds of
the branch banks that did fail were

those that were restricted to a city.3
Canadian branch banks gained mil
lions of dollars ofAmerican deposits,
especially in border cities like Wind
sor, Ontario.

Another study on California bank
ing in the depression demonstrated
that the diversity of California's
economy, accompanied by statewide
branching, enabled that state to
achieve one of the lowest bank fail
ure rates in the country. Again, the
two small branch bank systems that
failed in that state were those that
restricted branches to one city.4 This
study also pointed out that the
strong branch banking system in
California also strengthened that
state's unit banks by competitive
example.5

Under a free banking system, it
might be possible for a well-run unit
bank to prosper, but it would have to
do so without the currently avail
able privilege of issuing govern
ment-guaranteed liabilities. The
FDIC coverage is probably respon
sible for making the deposits ofmany
small banks acceptable at par
whereas they might not be so ac
ceptable in a free market.

The specialized financial institu
tion would be unlikely to exist for
very long under free banking. In
vestment banking was part of com
mercial banking until forcibly sep
arated by the Banking Act of 1933.
Many activities of one-bank holding
companies are merely tactics for cir-
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cumventing laws which restrict
banks to a narrow line of business.
Thrifts, such as savings and loans,
mutual savings banks, and credit
unions, may have developed because
banks were not interested in some
particular lines of lending at first,
but whenever those activities be
came profitable, it would have been
the natural course of events for
thrifts and banks to have merged.

The public would be much better
served by a more diversified finan
cial institution than by a single··
purpose lender. A legally imposed
distinction between deposit-type in
stitutions does not serve the public
well, because it leads to further gov
ernment assistance to these single
purpose lenders, such as Regulation
Q, the Federal Home Loan Banks,
the FSLIC and the NCUA. None of
this intervention is costless: funds
are channeled into areas that oth
erwise would not receive them ex
cept at higher interest rates, while
other erstwhile borrowers are
crowded out of the capital market.

Under free banking, some of the
strongest competition for existing
banks may be provided by large re
tailers, brokerage firms and credit
card companies. Sears and Roebuck,
Merrill-Lynch, and American Ex
press already have in place nation
wide offices from which to conduct a
banking business. Automatic teller
machines could give a depositor in
stant cash anywhere in the country.

The one-bank holding company has
already been responsible for combin
ing banking with other financial ser
vices, so free banking would only re
move the artificial restraints.

The Market Decides

The market would eventually de
cide which of the many new services
offered by banks would be profitable,
but the chief beneficiary would be
the consumer. Not only actual com
petition but potential competition
from new entrants would work more
to the consumer's advantage than
most of the "performance" laws that
were specifically designed for con
sumer protection. Under free bank
ing, there would be no legal require
ments for "truth in lending," "equal
credit opportunity," or "community
reinvestment," and no restrictions
on debt collection practices. These
performance standards add substan
tial reporting and regulatory costs,
which are at least partially passed
on to the consumer.6

Compared to a single governmen
tally issued currency, private bank
notes might present a greater temp
tation to counterfeit. Counterfeiting
was prevalent before the Civil War
when there were so many different
banknotes being used. However, a
single government currency does not
guarantee a counterfeit-free econ
omy either: today's overdrafts and
forged checks are analogous to the
antebellum counterfeiting of state
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banknotes. Furthermore, modern
communication technology would
strongly discourage counterfeiting.
At any rate, insurance companies
can underwrite any losses the public
may suffer, as they do now for stolen
or forged credit cards.

With different banknotes being
used, some company or group of re
tailers might sell fractional coins to
be used for small purchases and
plastic tokens with electronic mark
ings to be used in vending machines.7

How Free Banking Would
Prevent Inflation

Deregulation of bank money alone
will not give us an environment free
of inflation unless there is some way
to stop the unlimited creation of the
money base by the central bank.
When gold or silver is the base into
which all banknotes and deposits are
convertible, there is a limit on the
money supply, because this base can
not be created at will as fiat money
can be issued by a central bank.8

Central banks, being politically sen
sitive, use their monopoly of the
money base to help organized sectors
at the expense of the general public,
often under the guise of lowering in
terest rates. It was recognized long
ago that free banking restricted
credit expansion, whereas central
banks were tools for creating an
easy-moneyenvironment.9

The imposition of a money-growth
rule on a central bank is not the cure

for inflation. Congress has never
shown any inclination to impose a
fiat-money growth rule as mon
etarists have advocated, and the Fed
could not be trusted to follow it,judg
ing from experience with gold re
serve requirements. In 1913, the Fed
was ordered to hold gold equal to 40
percent of its note liabilities and to
35 percent of member bank reserve
deposits. Every time the limit was
reached, these requirements were
either suspended (1933), reduced
(1945), or abolished (1965 & 1968).
Emergency currencies without gold
backing were issued in the depres
sion and in World War II.

Prudent Practices Encouraged

By contrast, commercial banks in
a free banking system could never go
off gold as could a privileged central
bank with legal-tender banknotes. A
private bank would be forced into
liquidation if it could not convert its
sight liabilities into specie. How
ever, there is another limit to over
expansion in a free banking system
besides exhaustion of gold reserves,
and that is the reflux of banknotes.
Each bank would only payout its
own notes over the counter, because
unlike the notes in the National
Banking System, these notes would
be distinctive. Therefore, a bank that
expanded its lending beyond pru
dent limits would have its notes and
deposits presented for payment
faster than those of its rivals. If a
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bank wanted to protect its "brand
name capital," it would have to cur
tail its lending or face the possibility
of its notes circulating at a discount.
The marginal cost of printing bank
notes may be zero, but the marginal
cost of keeping them in circulation
clearly is not zero.

Central banks could try and com
pete with private banknotes, but the
public would only hold the central
bank's notes if they retained their
value relative to the private notes.
However, the central bank could not
monetize government deficits at will,
nor bail out any bank or industry in
trouble, because an oversupply of
notes would result in depreciation.
One might envision the Fed and pri
vate banks competing through ad
vertising the way the u.s. Postal
Service and private package carriers
do now. I

The Source of Money
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IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

UNLESS the creation and issue of money is withdrawn from the State and
restored to the private banking system, I believe that parliamentary
government and democracy will become impossible to maintain.

John Maynard Keynes, in Essays in Persuasion, referring to the fa
mous statement of Lenin as to the best way to destroy the capitalist
system, wrote: "Lenin was certainly right. There is no subtler, no surer
means of overturning the existing basis of society than to debauch its
currency. This process engages all the hidden forces of economic law on
the side ofdestruction, and does it in a manner which not one in a million
is able to diagnose."

The strange thing is that it appears never to have occurred to Lord
Keynes that, under a free economy, it is impossible to debauch the
currency.

GEORGE WINDER, 1958
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The Deficit Connection

FROM the man-in-the-street, to econ
omists, to politicians, to academics,
nearly everyone seems worried
about federal deficits.

During Presidential campaigning,
Walter Mondale called deficits "a
travesty"; in more reserved tones,
Ronald Reagan called deficits "a
problem."

Distinguished professors write
grave tracts warning of deficit re
percussions "in the out years" (Le.,
in the longer run). In an informal tel
evision tabulation of my own, in a
single week over 100 interviewees
and speakers from different walks of
life were quoted making disparaging
comments about deficits.

That deficits seem destined to be
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with this nation for awhile is hardly
disputed. Even the more optimistic
forecasts project several hundred
billion dollars in deficits added to the
national debt before the end of the
decade. Some estimates push a tril
lion dollars.

While most people regard deficits
as bad, there is considerable contro
versy over whether deficits are con
nected-that is, whether they must
lead-to higher prices, to what cur
rent political jargon terms "an infla
tionaryenvironment."

Many analysts, such as economist
Fred D. Kalkstein, warn or imply
that deficits are ultimately con
nected to higher prices via interest
rates. Accelerated borrowing to pay
for the deficits pushes up interest
rates, and the borrowing tends to
temporarily dampen or "hide" the
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effects of extraordinary levels of
monetary growth.

(M1 money supply-primarily cur··
rency in circulation and checking
type accounts-averaged over 10 per
cent annual growth from mid-1982
to mid-1984, the highest sustained
two-year rate since World War II; M2
and M3, much broader money mea
sures, also showed abnormally rapid
growth.)

"The longer the combination of
disinflation [meaning less rapidly
rising prices] and high interest rates
persists ... [a]t some juncture,"
wrote Kalkstein, "the money win
begin to flow from our shores ... the
dollar will fall ... and the inflation
inherent in the Fed's monetary stirn··
ulation will come home to roost."
(The Wall Street Journal, 31 July,
1984.)

Other economists remain san
guine about deficits.

For instance, in an August 31st
Wall Street Journal letter Hoover In
stitution Senior Research Fellow,
Milton Friedman, said, "I do not re
gard the deficit as a major issue or
cause for concern." Coming from the
man who has been one of the na
tion's more popular and vociferous
although less than consistent-mod
ern opponents of inflation, this was
quite a statement. While Friedman
has many times contended that
higher money growth and higher
taxes lead to price increases, he ap
parently found no worrisome con-

nection between deficits and higher
prices.

Purported gold standard advocate,
Congressman Jack Kemp, is another
leader of the camp which takes a rel
atively benign view of deficits.

Kemp even went so far as to say
that the way to handle deficits is
through much more rapid monetary
growth; he thus proposed to "fight"
deficits by inflation-although, as
can only be true in the bizzare world
of political double-think, Kemp
steadfastly stated that this actually
amounts to a policy of combatting
inflation.

Anti-Deficit Magic

There are many who share Kemp's
view that with enough economic
growth, deficits will eventually
"take care of themselves." If this
sounds strangely similar to the old
(but apparently not yet worn out) no
tion that monetary stimulus (i.e., in
flation) is a good play for prosperity,
read on ...

On its own terms, how would this
"modern" notion work its anti-defi
cit magic?

To use a sports analogy, perhaps
as a skilled slalom skier averts ob
stacles, growth will bypass all the
impediments of (ever-increasing)
government interferences in the
economy and skim along joyously
unabated for the next several years.
But in order to make a continuous
uphill run possible, our growth-skier
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will be endowed with a jetpack con
taining a clever mixture of "supply
side" and Keynesian doctrines. So
powerful, yet controllable, will this
mixture be, that the skier will not
only effortlessly avert obstacles and
speed ever higher, he will be able to
tow a bobsled full of happy, taxable
workers and producers behind him.

In short, through this enormous
economic ingenuity, growth will per
mit continued expansion resulting
in the U.S. Treasury's ultimately
taking more revenue from more
freshly employed workers and prof
itable companies. Under this view,
the new revenue would supposedly
be used to pay for what are now
deficits.

Naturally, if somehow this won
derful theory did not produce quite
enough growth-generated taxation
if growth proved a little too slug
gish-it might be "necessary" to
raise taxes outright.

Sound economics says higher taxes
would inhibit growth, but-perish
the thought. Economic history sug
gests the accelerated money supply
portion of the jetpack's fuel would be
unstable and likely explode into
higher prices, but-perish the
thought.

In "answer" to these "dangerous"
thoughts, the public is treated to an
interesting argument: 1. It will not
be necessary to raise taxes if the
Federal Reserve "cooperates" and
doesn't, as Kemp put it, "flirt with

deflation," Le., if the Fed keeps
pumping up the money supply. 2.
The money supply will not be vola
tile if there's enough growth to "ab
sorb" the new money. Hence, one
point conveniently supports the
other: More money is needed for
growth, which will then justify the
money supply increases. This argu
ment deserves an economic "Circu
lar Reasoning Award."

Actually, most economists now ac
cept the view that monetization of
debt eventually leads to higher
prices. But this does not get to the
core of the matter at hand. For what
if deficits were entirely financed by
borrowing or taxation-i.e., without
monetization?

Political Factors

This question forces us to refocus
on a broader context, to include in
our economic view at least some of
the major machinations of modern
politics. Politics is inextricably in
tertwined with any economy and the
nature of political favor-brokering is
inextricably intertwined with a full
understanding of the connection be
tween deficits and higher prices.

Without getting into the "I'm hon
estly coercive" arguments fro~ the
morally smug advocates of "openly"
higher taxes, let's move on to those
advocates who believe that if deficits
are financed out of existing supplies
of money, inflation (by which they
mean rising prices) cannot rear its
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ugly head to strike at America's
pocketbook. In other words, if the
Fed does not add greater quantities
of money to the economy and the
government only borrows or taxes to
meet its overspending, there is no
"inflationary impact."

How would this work?
The borrowing portion of the ar

gument holds that those who lend to
the government would have lent the
money to someone anyway; whoever
gets the borrowed money will in
some fashion spend it.

For example: if a savings and loan
is lent money, the firm relends the
money to a homebuyer, who then
spends the money in the housing
market; if a car manufacturer is lent
the money-perhaps by sale to the
public of corporate bonds-the com
pany uses the money to purchase
what it needs to make automobiles.

So, what's the difference ifthe gov
ernment is lent the money-through
sale of Treasury bills, notes, or
bonds? Doesn't the government then
turn around and spend the money
just as the savings and loan or car
company would? Isn't this just a
"macro-economic" reshuffling of the
cards?

No, it is not. But the argument
rests on an interesting premise-out
ofthe same epistemological grab bag
that so reliably gives us levitation,
clairvoyance, and mental spoon
bending. The premise is that gov
ernment can, in theory, reliably

spend money for purposes which are
productive, for instance, delivery of
mail, road maintenance, dam con
struction, courts of law, police, and
so on.

Marking the Deck in Favor of
Government

But despite the theory, often mo
tivated by desperate binges of Roo
seveltian political nostalgia (Le., of
how Roosevelt "pulled us out of the
Depression," which he did not), most
government money in fact goes into
nonproductive-or at best, far less
productive fields-than does money
which is left in the private economy.
And this is an important clue to dis
covering the deficit connection to
higher prices. This is where we be
gin to get involved in political mach
inations. Increased lending to 'gov
ernment is not a question of
reshuffling the economic deck, but of
marking the deck in favor ofgovern
ment growth.

(Incidentally, Roosevelt knew of
the unproductiveness of government
spending, but he was the "Great
Communicator" of the emerging
Keynesian liberals and successfully
exploited a combination of public ig
norance about economics and dis
guised appeals to something for
nothing in order to shift blame from
government to the bleeding and bat
tered remnants of 1930's business,
thus terribly prolonging, rather than
relieving, the Great Depression.)
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The reason most government
directed money tends to end up in
unproductive ventures is precisely
because it is politicized money,
money governed mainly by the
whims of politicians rather than by
the judgments of markets. In most of
today's studious tomes of economic
analysis, this fact is at best given to
ken treatment. (To his great credit,
Milton Friedman gave the subject
prominent, if incomplete, treatment
in Tyranny of the Status Quo.)

Not only does government lack the
foresight and standards by which to
rationally prejudge what is or is not
productive (the most fundamental
practical reason for having free mar
kets), but no matter how it acquires
its money, government does not
really have to suffer failure in the
marketplace.

Witness the Postal Service, which
has historically been a money-losing
operation, and yet grows larger and
continues to require government
subsidies or abnormal price hikes for
its services year after year. As of this
writing, the postal primates are en
gaging in a new round of typical gov
ernment monkey business, demand
ing a 23-cent first-class stamp as well
as steeper rate hikes for some other
classes of mail. If the Postal Service
were truly private, investors and
users would long ago have relegated
it to the marketplace junkyard.

Even worse, look at the various
"entitlement" programs. The agen-

cies which disburse money for all
manner of purposes, ranging from
medical care to food stamps, have
conspicuously limited connections to
the marketplace. For instance, as
economist Alan Greenspan noted in
a column (WSJ, 4 September, 1984),
Medicare and Medicaid operate un
der hundreds of price controls-con
trols which virtually divorce con
sumers of medical services from true
medical costs.

The Ticket to Success

Modern political history shows
that regardless of the money it
squanders, if an agency is popular
with politicians, it will survive-and
grow. The prevailing, though seldom
admitted, standard of what is good
becomes what is approved; what is
good becomes what those in power
say is good; a pat on the head from
a politician becomes more precious
than profits, more prized than prices;
politics, not markets, become the
agency's "ticket to success."

When one discounts expenses for
the legitimate government func
tions of defense and courts of law, all
the rest, a majority, amounts to re
distributing purely politicized
money, coercively gathered from
millions of individuals, to special in
terests selected by the favoritism of
those in power.

Despite decades of glorious cam
paign rhetoric from both major par
ties to the contrary, government con-
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tinues to grow and now comprises
about one-quarter of the total econ
omy (GNP), up from about one-fifth
just four years ago.

As men ranging from Bastiat to
Smith to Mises to Hazlitt have il
lustrated, it is a political rule of
thumb that regardless of how it gets
it, the more government gets to
spend the more it becomes accus
tomed to spending.

I admit it is hardly an attractive
analogy, but government's appetite
is much the same as that of a grow
ing pig; the more you feed it, the big
ger it grows and the more food it de
mands. And remember that it doesn't
matter at all to the pig's metabolism
how you went about getting the food;
the animal will grow just as well on
borrowed food as it will on food gath
ered by "legitimate" means.

Just as increased taxes lead to in
creased inflation and expand the
government's appetite, so does a bor
rowing-financed deficit. Each year of
deficit spending accustoms politi
cians to a new, higher level of spend
ing-spending to redistribute to
powerful supporters, whom the pol
iticians hope will constitute a grate
ful voting majority.

Given the outlandish modern po
litical appetite, taxes, inflation, and
borrowing reinforce each other.
When one becomes insufficient, pol
iticians switch to another.

This is precisely why we see so
many demands for "standby"

(higher) taxes and why Ronald Rea
gan-with ample Congressional "en
couragement"-signed several tax
increase measures in the three years
after signing into law near the be
ginning of his administration a per
sonal income tax reduction.

As sad and disgusting as it may be,
in good times or bad times for the
citizenry as a whole, politicians want
only good times for themselves. This
is why no matter how badly the econ
omy is doing, the politicians refuse
to cut overall government spending.
They make cuts in some programs,
but others increase; they accept a
change of diet, but squeal in protest
at a reduction of diet.

The Inflation Tax

Whenthe economy slips into reces~

sion, and people are not able to lend
the government enough to take care
of deficit spending, the government
resorts to increased taxation or
inflation.

Of course, higher taxes are ex
tremely unpopular during reces
sions, so inflation commonly be
comes the answer to deficit
financing. But because the effects of
inflation are usually not seriously
felt for about two years after it be
gins, higher prices are put off to
times of prosperity. During such
times, because people are at least
temporarily better off, they are more
generous-including toward govern
ment; therefore, it is during eco-
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nomic recoveries that taxes are nor
mally raised and fresh borrowing is
begun, firing up government's share
of economic activity to an acceler
ated, higher level.

Eventually, exploding prices and
an updraft of taxation create a
mushroom cloud of malinvestment
and the deadly economic fallout be
gins to mutate and kill healthy
growth-and recession returns. This
gloomy scenario always comes about
when government takes more money
from the private sector.

Perversely, as we had during the
early 1980s, the new round of reces
sion usually occurs as prices are still
rising. Price increases may slow, but
in a fiat-money economy, even dur
ing recession, prices seldom actually
decrease. In modern vernacular, we
get "disinflation" but not general
"deflation."

Almost any form of financing gov
ernment's deficit-growth provides

more incentive for government to ex
pand-and that expansion leads to
inflation. Deficit-borrowing thus be
comes just one of several forms of
government financing leading to
inflation.

In sum then, always it is into the
process of steadily increased politi
cal confiscation of wealth that the
question of borrowing-financed def
icits must be figured. Financing def
icits through borrowing is not a con
textless phenomenon. To return to
my earlier analogy, borrowing to fi
nance deficits is a time-tested way of
making Government-the-Porker fat
ter and increasing its appetite.

How to regain control and put the
porker on a diet is really another
subject-outside the scope of this es
say. But until our profligate politi
cians awaken to the dangers of def
icits-no matter how financed-a
provocative bumper sticker might
be: IF YOU LOVE DEFICITS-OINK! I
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Dean Russell

An Ancient

Chinese Story

IN this particular satire or parable,
Bastiat illustrates the ever-present
and always-popular concept that
government can create jobs and
prosperity by means of useless (even
destructive) make-work schemes,
e. g., digging post holes and then fill
ing them in, as was frequently done
by our government in the 1930s to
get the economy going again. This
story is based on the same idea.

There were in ancient China two large
cities, Tchin and Tehan. They were con
nected by a magnificent canal that had
been built to encourage more trade at less
transportation cost between the cities.

Dr. Russell, recently retired from a full schedule of
academic work, continues free-lance consulting, lec
turing and writing from his home in Westchester
County, New York.

This is one of a series of articles examining current
interventions of the welfare state in the light of warn
Ings from the French economist and statesman,
Frederic Bastlat (1801-1850).

But during a depression in that section
of China, the Emperor decided to create
jobs and prosperity by ordering large
blocks of stone thrown into the canal,
thus making it useless.

The Emperor's Prime Mandarin, when
ordered to carry out this plan, said to him,
"Son of Heaven, this is a mistake!"

The Emperor replied, "Kouang, you
talk nonsense!" ("I am here giving you
only the substance of their conversa
tion," said Bastiat.) At any rate, the
quarrying, transporting, and throwing of
those blocks of stone into the canal did
clearly provide jobs for many Chinese.
And that isn't all.

At the end of three months, the Em
peror summoned his Prime Mandarin and
said, "Kouang, look across the old canal."

Kouang looked and saw a multitude of
men at work. On the other side of the old
canal, workers were busily excavating,
filling, leveling, and paving. They were
building a new highway between the two
cities to facilitate trade!

111
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When another three months had
elapsed, the Emperor again sent for his
Prime Mandarin and said, "Kouang,
look."

And Kouang looked. He saw the road
completed. Crowds ofcarts were carrying
goods from one city to the other. And a
multitude of Chinese porters were car
rying on their tired backs enormous bur
dens from Tchin to Tchan, and from
Tchan to Tchin. He also noticed that
builders were busily constructing inns for
travelers along the new highway. Kouang
was beginning to be convinced that his
Emperor's scheme to create prosperity by
filling in the canal was a brilliant and
practical idea. But there is still more.

Another three months passed, and the
Emperor sent again for Kouang and said,
"Look."

Kouang looked. In addition to all the
activity he had seen before, there was
now a great deal more. The hostelries
were now completed and full of travelers.
And to supply their needs, there were
butcher shops, bakers' stalls, shops for
the sale of edible birds' nests, and so on.
There were also tailors, shoemakers, sell
ers of parasols and fans, and many more.
And as those service-people also needed
houses, there was a plentiful supply of
masons, carpenters, and roofers. Then, of
course, there were policemen, judges, and
other necessary officials. There was even
an increase in the number ofpersons who
employed themselves as smugglers and
robbers.

Finally Kouang was fully convinced
that his Emperor was indeed the most
brilliant genius who had ever lived. The
Son of Heaven had proved conclusively
that prosperity ... [and] jobs can be cre
ated by obstructing trade.

As usual, Bastiat followed his sat
ire by applying the principle to some
current law or governmental scheme
designed to create prosperity by ob
structing the free market economy.
In this particular case, he featured
the concepts that, as a result of the
make-work scheme, "The people as
a whole in Tchin and Tchan were
now working harder· and producing
less; that prices had gone up and real
wages had gone down because of the
increased transportation and labor
costs of moving goods between the
two cities."

Less Production, Higher Wages,
and Lower Prices

These governmental interventions
in the market place (including make
work and other legal-plunder
schemes) are producing precisely the
same results in the United States to
day. If I'm right, that idea certainly
deserves a closer look. So let's briefly
develop the results predicted by Bas
tiat, i. e., less production, higher
prices, and lower wages-all caused
by substituting a more expensive
factor of production (labor) for a less
expensive one ("machinery"). Since
all those ideas are inextricably
mixed, I'll just include them as they
come up.

My students at the University of
Wisconsin were usually baffled when
I argued that we American people
are indeed working hard but, as the
government increasingly moves into
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the economy, we're producing less
and less. They found that concept
hard to grasp; it seemed contrary to
what they could actually see around
them.

As near as I can figure, the reason
was this: The students were looking
at the Gross National Product, i. e.,
the amount of products and services
produced and sold, whatever the type
or quality or cost. That's not too sur
prising since, in their courses in ma
cro-economics, that's precisely how
they were taught to look at it. And
true enough, by that measurement,
the yearly increase in goods and ser
vices is usually impressive; and, of
course, we can buy only what's
available to be bought.

By that GNP measurement, how
ever, our government can (literally)
increase national production and na
tional income by paying people to de
stroy what they've already pro
duced, e. g., plow the crops under, or
kill the little pigs, or build a new and
expensive canal alongside an exist
ing and under-used and lower-cost
railroad (one part ofour famous TVA
project). Thousands ofprojects ofthat
nature most definitely did create jobs
and increase the GNP during the
1930s, and we're still following that
same policy today.

To my way of thinking, the net re
suIt of those uneconomic projects
(and most other similar governmen
tal schemes) to increase work and
jobs is a constantly decreasing rate

of growth of goods and services we
can use for the improvement of our
material welfare. Unfortunately, we
have no reliable figure for the
amount of wanted goods not pro
duced because our money is spent by
government on something our con
gressmen quite openly refer to as
"pork barrel" projects, i. e., uneco
nomic projects designed primarily to
create jobs in their congressional
districts. Sometimes they even joke
about it.

The Auto Industry

Restrictions against trade are, of
course, imposed by government for
this same purpose of creating jobs.
The automobile industry offers an
excellent example.

We're all familiar with quotas and
tariffs against foreign cars. And as
advertised, that policy most defi
nitely does create more jobs in the
automobile industry in the United
States, as well as more "tariff jobs"
in government. Surely all of us are
also familiar with the fact that the
constantly-rising prices we must pay
for our cars (both foreign and do
mestic) is due directly to that make
work scheme. But just in case there's
one person somewhere who hasn't
made that connection, I'll here de
velop it briefly.

We'll never know precisely how
much more we must pay for our cars
because ofthis governmental scheme
to increase jobs and production in the
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United States. We can't know it be
cause the only accurate measuring
device (i. e., you and I buying cars in
a free economy) has been abolished
by government in this particular
area. Even so, we can look at histor
ical prices and compare the perti
nent relationships when there was a
free market. And we can compare
prices in existing protected and non
protected industries in general. By
those measurements, we can esti
mate with reasonable accuracy that
almost all of the $3,500 (average)
price increase (since 1981) you paid
for your new car was the direct re
suIt of our government's policy to
bring prosperity to our country by
restricting trade.

We're talking many billions-of-dol
lars that you and I and all the rest
of us would have spent for goods and
services we want but can't buy be
cause we must pay several thou
sands of dollars more for our car than
would be the case if the market were
free. It's doubtful, of course, that
prices on all protected products have
increased by more than one-third
(the automobile rate) because of
these governmental "prosperity
schemes." But surely a figure of 15
percent is realistic. By any economic
measurement, however, we're in the
range of hundreds-of-billions-of-dol
lars of lost production of wanted
goods and services that'll never be
produced because our government is
protecting us from competition.

That's why I'm convinced that the
production of wanted goods and ser
vices in the United States is going
down, not up.

Backed by Force

Most people obviously disagree
(sometimes almost violently) with
my reasoning. They're the ones who
have such sublime faith in our gov
ernment officials. I'm impressed
with their sincerity, and a couple of
times I've been tempted to give some
credence to their arguments for in
terventions by government. But then
I remember where I last saw a large
number of them; they were leading
the parade to cut our defense budget
by at least $100 billion.

At that point, I get the strange
feeling they've stolen my argu
ments. They count in great detail all
the real (i. e., consumer-productive)
jobs that would be created if that
$100 billion of "useless spending"
were cut from the defense budget.
They sometimes even. refer to ar
mament production as a vast make
work scheme to make the rich even
richer!

I'm not about to get involved in the
"defense controversy," but I'm al
ways astounded when I hear the op
ponents of that "wasteful military
budget" actually using Bastiat's ar
gument of the "broken window fal
lacy," i. e., recounting what can't be
seen because what is seen blocked it
out. I do wish, however, they'd sug-
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gest the "saved money" be returned
to you and me. Instead, however,
they just want it transferred to the
various "social service depart
ments." At that point, they re-find
their faith in the omniscience of the
officials of government-and, of
course, they immediately adopt ar
guments directly opposed to the ones
they were just using against the de
fense budget.

I wonder if they'll accept this fact:
The government officials in any de
partment are no more (or less) effi
cient or omniscient than the officials
in any other department. They're
just you and me-with their deci
sions backed by the police force. Per
sonally, I'm always distrustful of
people who want to have that power
over you and me. If that sounds a bit
harsh, I'll happily apologize to the
offended officials of government, but
I doubt I'll change the sentiment.
I'm convinced that Lord Acton was
correct when he spoke of the cor
rupting influence of power, and said
that "absolute power corrupts
absolutely.' ,

When it comes to administering
"justice," I'm aware we must give
power to our officials. But let's keep
it restricted, slow, and inefficient,
with all sorts ofchecks and balances.
I'm quite willing to pay the high cost
of that vital but non-economic ser
vice on behalf of "justice." But when
it comes to economic goods and ser
vices, I'm after the lowest possible

price for the best possible product in
the shortest possible period of time.
The last mechanism I look to for that
performance is our cumbersome form
of government with its frequent and
disruptive elections that remind me
of a particularly vicious proxy-fight
to take over a company.

Costly Intervention

I'm aware of the contrary argu
ments. And I'm especially aware
that many people argue quite sin
cerely that, "Man, I'm an American.
I was born here. And I'm entitled to
a job that pays a living wage. If that
means more governmental interven
tion in the economy and higher
prices for you, so be it."

While I won't endorse that popular
argument, at least I can understand
why poor and sometimes-ignorant
people frequently use it, i. e., legal
plunder is acceptable if it's for needy
and deserving people. But when our
highly educated politicians and in
dustrialists try to hide their own
greed and lust for power behind fal
lacious economic arguments-or be
hind a plea for plunder "to help oth
ers" or even behind patriotism
itself-I become unhappy. The auto
mobile industry offers an excellent
example of this trend.

Three or so years ago a leading au
tomobile company executive was
pleading with Congress for "tempo
rary breathing room" to get his com
pany going again. The "law factory"
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in Washington produced what he or
dered. Today, he's dropped the
"breathing room" simile for the even
more poetic one of laws to insure "a
level playing field," i. e., permanent
restrictions against competition, so
that the less-talented players can
compete on equal terms with the bet
ter players, a sort of golfer's handi
cap arrangement in the production
of goods and services. Or to phrase
it brutally: To bring the highly
automated and more efficient Japa
nese automobile industry down to
the level of the comparatively labor
intensive and less efficient Ameri
can automobile industry-at your
and my expense.

The result of that first grant of "le
gal plunder" was (and is) easily pre
dictable. Since Congress awarded it
in 1981, the prices for automobiles to
you and me have gone up by more
than one-third, more than $3,000 per
car. And if he and his fellow-execu
tives who've joined him are success
ful in the current campaign to make
that "breathing room" permanent,
the prices for automobiles in the
United States are likely to go up
again by another $3,000 or so per car.

Now for a brief look at the primary
reason American cars cost more to
build and buy than do Japanese cars.
You may recall that "the emperor
son of heaven" in Bastiat's story be
gan his job-creating scheme by first
hiring men to destroy the canal with
its cheap transportation costs. Then

he created still more jobs by building
a new road from Tchan to Tchin.
This, in turn, created a vast number
of additional jobs for men to pull
loaded carts from one city to the
other or (the traditional method of
transportation before those canal
barges came along) to carry the goods
on their backs. He replaced a cheaper
factor of production (a waterway and
wind-power) with a more expensive
factor of production (human labor).
In short, he hit on the ancient (but
ever-present and always-popular)
idea of creating jobs by destroying
machines.

And that's precisely the reason the
cost of American-made cars is at
least one-third higher than the cost
of Japanese-made cars. The Japa
nese use as little as possible of the
most expensive factor of production
(labor) and as much as possible ofthe
cheapest factor of production
(capitaD.

Capital Creates Jobs

As you doubtless know, the result
of this low-cost method of production
is not fewer jobs. Actually, more jobs
are thereby created; they're better
jobs but found in other areas that
support the cheap machines and the
highly paid people who produce and
run them. There're far more jobs to
day in highly-mechanized Japan
than ever before, and those jobs pay
as much as ten times the pre-World
War II wage rate. The result of mas-
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sive capital formation in a free mar
ket economy is more jobs, shorter
hours, higher pay, and better prod
ucts at lower prices-in any country
that follows the principles of free
trade, domestic and foreign.

Try to tell that to the president of
the United Automobile Workers
union-or to the president of any
American automobile company. Save
your breath. The answer will invar
iably be that those sneaky Japanese
are just "dumping" their cars in the
United States by selling them
cheaply-"probably below the cost of
producing them." (There's that old
joke: "If they sell below their costs,
how do they make a profit?" The an
swer: "Mass production; they sell so
many of them.")

There's just no way that our in
dustrial and labor leaders are going
to admit that the Japanese are bet
ter managers than we are, or that
the Japanese understand the reali
ties of production-costs and market
pricing better than do the American
managers, or even that low-cost ma
chine production provides more and
better jobs for people in general.

I suspect you'd even put your phys
ical safety at risk if you made those
comments in any UAW meeting, es
pecially if you concluded with the
flat statement that the reason our
cars are more expensive to build
than the Japanese cars (and also
probably inferior mechanically as
well) is that we use too much of the

most expensive factor of production
(labor) and too little of the less ex
pensive factor (machines).

Now for a summary of those spe
cific predictions Bastiat made in his
"Ancient Chinese Story," i. e., less
production, higher prices, and lower
wages.

1. Well, obviously we're produc
ing fewer goods and services we our
selves would select if the inefficient
and protected and subsidized com
panies were compelled to meet mar
ket demands instead of merely gov
ernment requirements that permit
them to continue to receive the legal
plunder.

Our laws are surely protecting
millions of jobs that would soon dis
appear if you and I could decide in
the market by voluntarily spending
our own money. That automatically
includes all jobs in any company that
must have tariff protection to con
tinue to exist. Without it, they would
all fail or be radically reorganized. I
have no count ofjust how many com
panies are being kept alive by those
non-economic subsidy and tariff
laws; it could quite easily run into
more than one hundred thousand.
We'll never find out as long as we
permit them to hide from reality.

2. In 1980, prices were rising at
the yearly rate of as much as 20 per
cent. The new administration initi
ated unpopular measures to bring
the yearly rate of increase down to
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less than five per cent, but it's still
a situation of steadily rising prices
and there seems little doubt but that
the increase will accelerate again.

3. While jobs are indeed increas
ing, there are millions of Americans
whose current pay won't buy as
much as their pay did a few years
ago, i. e., there has been a decrease
in real wages for a large percentage
of the American people.

Free to Try

In short, our rejection of a free,
open, and competitive economy has
cost us dearly, and will cost us even
more as time goes on. It's not that
we're bad people; we most definitely
aren't. In fact, there's good evidence
to support the belief that the pri
mary reason we favor these "make
work" measures is a misguided ef
fort to help people who need help.
But ifwe continue to confuse charity
and economics, I wonder if we'll con
tinue to produce enough to go
around.

Perhaps the following short story
of two young Americans who set out
to "make their fortunes" more than
three-quarters of a century ago will
demonstrate what made America
great, and how far we've now
degenerated.

My Uncle Elliot was an excellent
harness and saddle maker. In 1908,
he went into business for himself in
Burlington, North Carolina-The
Russell Harness Shop-with $5,000

capital, a whale of a lot of money at
that time and place. By chance, an
other skilled artisan (a wagon
maker) also went into business for
himself that same year-Frederick
J. Fisher, in Detroit; The Fisher
Body Company.

Both those young men-each a
hardworking and skilled artisan
with an eighth-grade education-had
an equal chance to "make their for
tunes." And that's what they set out
to do. The founder of the Fisher Body
Company realized his dream. The
founder of the Russell Harness Shop
didn't. After several years as a fairly
successful businessman with four
employees, he went broke; his big
gest account, the Burlington Fire
Department, changed from horses to
trucks. And when Uncle Elliot died,
we had to "pass the hat" to get
enough money to bury him.

It would've been nice if my uncle
had been the one who bet on the car
instead of the horse. But it's not im
portant. The vital element at stake
is this: Both were free to try. Noth
ing else is of any great consequence.
It doesn't really make much differ
ence how it comes out-just so long
as everyone is free to try.

And that's the vital mainspring
(freedom to try) that's being eroded
in America today. And of all things,
it's being destroyed in the name of
giving everyone an equal chance!

There's just no way everyone can
be equal (we aren't) or have an equal
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chance; for there's no possible ar
rangement whereby unequal people
can have equal chances. And there's
nothing our government can do
about it.

But we can quite easily arrange for
everyone to be free to try. All we need
do is repeal all subsidies, tariffs, and
similar interferences by government
in the market economy. Then any
one can try who wishes. How he goes
about it is his problem and privilege.

Ifhe "bets on the car instead of the
horse" and produces a product or
service you and I want at a price

we're willing to pay, he'll get rich
and provide good jobs for the many
people who throw in their lots with
him. Ifhe fails to provide you and me
with what we want, however, he'll
fail, as he should. And, of course, all
those who bet on his success will suf
fer the consequences of their poor
judgment.

I simply can't imagine a better ar
rangement to encourage maximum
production at minimum prices for
the largest number of people-just
pass no law that prevents anyone
from trying. @Rl

THE LAW by Frederic Bastiat
The law, it has been said, is nothing more than the will of tyrants. So
it has been many times in history. But just laws depend upon a law
which underlies the law passed by legislatures or declared by rulers.
It is a law which provides the framework of liberty. Emancipation from
the doleful theories of the compulsive state awaits discerning readers
of this brief treatise.

This remarkable volume, translated in 1950 by Dean Russell, has
been a best seller since then-one of the most clear and concise ar
guments of the case for limiting government in the cause of freedom.

76 pages
Cloth $3.50
Paperback $2.00

Special offer: 60 cents each for 100 or more copies (paperback) to a
single address. Order from:

The Foundation for Economic Education, Inc.
Irvington-on-Hudson, NY 10533

(Postage paid on prepaid orders; otherwise $2.00 per order for billing.)



Russell Shannon

Trade Barriers

WHEN he wrote Wealth ofNations in
1776, Adam Smith referred to "a cer
tain propensity in human nature ...
to truck, barter, and exchange one
thing for another."! Even children
are known to be prone to swap such
items as stamps, bubblegum cards,
marbles, and other items of mutual
desire. But enjoyable and beneficial
though trade may be, there is also a
propensity to stifle it. Even the Rea
gan Administration, with a strong
and outspoken penchant for free
markets, has succumbed to pres
sures to curb imports of cars, steel,
textiles, motorcycles, and other
products from foreign lands.

About 50 years after Adam Smith
wrote, John Stuart Mill in 1829
clearly explained and soundly de
nounced such restrictive policies in

Professor Shannon teaches in the Economics De
partment, Clemson University.

1?()

an admirable essay entitled "Of the
Laws of Interchange Between Na
tions." Mill was following in the
footsteps of Smith, who openly op
posed the mercantilistic policies
whereby European nations had in
terfered with trade. As the basis for
his arguments, Mill expounded the
ideas of his more recent predecessor,
David Ricardo, who had demon
strated that there is mutual benefit
for countries which specialize and
trade on the basis of "comparative
advantage."

This simple and fundamental prin
ciple can be readily illustrated by the
examples of the businessman who
hires a secretary, the doctor who em
ploys an accountant, or the working
mother who turns her child over to
a baby sitter. The businessman may
be a better typist, the doctor may
have superior calculating abilities,
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and the mother may excel in provid
ing affection and entertainment for
her child. But by directing their time
and energy to their professional du
ties, these three people will earn
more than enough to pay their em
ployees. The businessman and doc
tor will have even more time for lei
sure, and the working mother will be
better able to provide her child with
needed food and clothing.

Yet, what we all implicitly accept
and practice in our daily lives, we are
pathetically apt to forget when we
read or hear news about how some
American industry is "hurt" by for
eign competition. Nonetheless, the
same principle applies. If the Japa
nese can produce cars and motor
cycles more efficiently relative to
other products such as beef, then we
should buy our cars from them in ex
change for our beef. If the Chinese
can produce textiles by giving up less
ofother products than we must forgo
here, then we should buy from them.
Not only will ,we enable our consum
ers-especially the poorer ones-to
improve their living standards; we
will also provide jobs for our produc
ers of wheat and soybeans, items in
which we have a comparative ad
vantage. If some people criticize the
Chinese for "underselling" our pro
ducers, they should take note of
Mill's words: "the world at large,
buyers and sellers taken together, is
always a gainer by underselling."2

Yet, despite the common sense of

the free-trade argument, we con
tinue to erect barriers to impede
trade. Just as Ricardo and Mill ad
vocated free trade, they reviled re
strictions. In 1817, Ricardo had writ
ten that "the sole effect of high
duties on the importation either of
manufactures or corn ... is to divert
a portion of capital to an employ
ment which it would not naturally
seek."3 Mill similarly deplored bar
riers which have "the effect of en
couraging some particular branch of
domestic industry," for, he said, they
are "purely mischievous."4

We Hurt Ourselves

Sometimes it is argued that since
foreign governments impose bar
riers and provide subsidies of their
own, they have rendered laissez faire
unfair. Certainly, such policies
abound and they surely hurt our ex
porters. Shouldn't we engage in "tit
for tat"? If we do, we are sure to suf
fer for it; as Mill put it, trade bar
riers are "chiefly injurious to the
countries imposing them."5

The loss to American consumers
when our government restricts im
ports outweighs the gain to the pro
tected industry. Trade barriers such
as quotas and tariffs raise the price
on all the protected products,
whether their origin is domestic or
foreign. That is the clear impact, for
example, in the case of the agree
ment by Japan to limit the export of
cars to the U.S. Both American and
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Japanese producers can hike their
prices; both Chrysler and Toyota
gain. The costs to our consumers ex
ceed our producers' benefits.

Moreover, by setting up trade bar
riers, we abdicate the opportunity for
setting a good example. As Mill
wrote in his essay, "A country can
not be expected to renounce the
power of taxing foreigners unless
foreigners will in return practice to
wards itself the same forbearance."6
We should expect foreign countries
to do as we do, not as we say. Until
we renounce our own protectionist
sins, how can we justify throwing
stones?

Before yielding further to the
temptation to plunge deeper into the
web of trade restraints, it helps to
remember that basic fact of all eco
nomics: our resources are scarce. We
simply cannot produce all the goods
and services people want and need.
Thus we must bend all our efforts to
ward employing our resources to
their utmost efficiency. Mill said it
well: it is "the common interest ofall
nations that each of them should ab
stain from every measure by which
the aggregate wealth of the com
mercial world would be dimin
ished."7 On these grounds we should
oppose all laws requiring our cars to
be manufactured on the basis of "lo
cal content" and others forcing us to
"buy American." Suggesting that

they simply emulate the practice of
others is to argue that two wrongs
make a right.

Ofcourse, it may be sadly true that
if the Reagan Administration had
not acted, Congress would "beat it to
the punch" with even more punitive
legislation. In that sense, the
Administration's policies may well
be a lesser evil. But there is another
option. The Administration could,
instead, devote some time and effort
to explaining to the American public
the folly of such policies. Then, just
like the businessman, the doctor, and
the working mother mentioned be
fore, President Reagan and his staff
would be making the best use oftheir
resources. And if they need any as
sistance articulating their ideas,
they will find ample help in an essay
more than 150 years old written by
John Stuart Mill. @

-FOOTNOTES-

lAdam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of Nations (New York:
Modern Library, 1937), p. 13.

2John Stuart Mill, Essays on Some Unsettled
Questions of Political Economy (2nd ed., 1874;
New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1968), p. 36n.

3David Ricardo, The Principles of Political
Economy and Taxation (first published in 1817;
New York: E. P. Dutton, 1911), p. 210.

4Mill, p. 28.
5Mill, p. 38.
6Mill, p. 29.
7Mill, p. 31.



A REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK JOHN CHAMBERLAIN

The Liberal

Up

NOT so long ago R. Emmett Tyrrell,
Jr., the editor of The American Spec
tator, wrote a very funny book called
Public Nuisances. Its humor was
Menckenian, which is to say that it
relied on hilarious burlesque.
Whereupon his editor, Midge Deeter,
began chivvying him to deal in more
systematic terms with the ideas be
hind the proliferation of the nui
sances. Tyrrell, an accommodating
soul, capitulated at once.

Surprisingly, in his review of
origins, Tyrrell found little fault
with such liberal pragmatists as
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry Tru
man and John F. Kennedy. It was a
good thing in his estimation that
Roosevelt had stood up to Hitler and
that Truman had moved to "con
tain" the Soviets. As for welfare,
there was reason behind FDR's de
sire to get apple sellers off the
streets.

No ideologue, Tyrrell is actually a
believer in the idea of the "vital cen
ter," which once allowed for reason
able compromises with doctrines
coming from the extremes. The
Americans for Democratic Action
could have been his brothers-in
arms. He could have broken bread
with the Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. of
1950. But, alas, the New Day liber
alism that developed in the Sixties
couldn't stay on the common sense
level. It went off the track by in
dulging all manner of enthusiasms
that actually perverted the aims of
the Roosevelt-Truman-JFK past.

Tyrrell's concessionary offering to
Midge Deeter, The Liberal Crack- Up
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 256
pp., $16.95), is the story of how the
enthusiasms of "post-JFK times"
combined to make up a crazy set of
blotches of ideas that Tyrrell thinks
were noble in their first manifesta-

123
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tions. Number One is the blotch the
New Age liberals made of civil
rights. Number Two is their perver
sion of welfare. Number Three is the
mess they made out of Southeast
Asia, where we had a just cause in
our desire to save the South Viet
namese and the Cambodians from a
Red-inflicted genocide that has out
done anything decreed by Adolf Hit
ler himself.

Civil Rights to Special Rights

The civil rights movement went off
the rails because the New Age lib
erals turned it into a movement for
the promotion of special rights. "Re
verse discrimination" fostered a new
racialism by its insistence on ethnic
quotas. Where the New Dealers had
tried to save capitalism by Keyne
sian means that, unfortunately,
had devastating monetary conse
quences, the New Day liberals were
secretly enamored of a more funda
mental socialism. They hid their
basic animosity for the "system" by
devious stratagems. Their undis
criminating environmentalism went
the Barry Commoner route of blam
ing pollution on the big corpora
tions. Their anti-nuke enthusiasm
was a derivative of their larger
preoccupation with the notion that
wicked profit takers wer.e bent on
killing off their own purchasing
clientele. The feminists-"women of
the fevered brow," as Tyrrell calls
them-were as chauvinistic as any

gang of macho males. The peace
mongers agitating for a nuclear
weapons "freeze" without consider
ing the record of the Soviets for sys
tematic violation of previous agree
ments put the whole West in
jeopardy by leaving it vulnerable to
blackmail.

Legacy of Fabianism

The Liberal Crack-Up is such hi
larious fun to read that it leaves one
with no desire to criticize its basic
acceptance of the idea that special
laws were necessary to save us way
back in the Nineteen Thirties.
Nevertheless, as a I more doctrinaire
libertarian than Tyrrell, I feel duty
bound to point out that the liberal
crack-up was an inevitable legacy of
the older Rooseveltian and Kenne
dyesque Fabianism. There was a
whole group of libertarians in the
Britain of the Eighteen Eighties who
accurately predicted what would
happen if the voters were to accept
the State welfarist philosophy that
was being promulgated by Bernard
Shaw, H. G. Wells and Sidney and
Beatrice Webb. The idea that social
ism would founder because it would
fail to solve the problem of calcula
tion without a free market system
(including private property) was
known in the Eighties. This was
some thirty years before Ludwig von
Mises had worked it out in detail.

So let not readers of The Liberal
Crack-Up be deluded into thinking
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that there is any safety in returning
to aNew Dealism that predates John
Fitzgerald Kennedy.

Privatization

Must we be ready then to say
farewell to compassion? Actually
there is nothing the State can do for
us in terms of offering welfare that
couldn't be done much better by pri
vatization. Unlike public welfare,
private welfare does not involve
what William Rickenbacker has
called the death of the dollar. It be
came ridiculous for Geraldine Fer
raro to complain of the lack of "com
passion" among the Republican rich
when she, as a Democrat, had three
houses to Iive in and a few million
dollars at her disposal. She and like
minded friends could have set up pri
vate foundations to help the poor
without seizing other people's money
to do it. Teddy Kennedy might have
helped her. As for Social Security, it
ought to be floated off in some sort
ofprivate insurance that would leave
large blocks of capital available to
the economic system that supports
us all. It was a liberalism that pre
dated Tyrrell's "crack-up" by many
years that gave us a social security
scheme that is headed for bank
ruptcy as the elderly live longer and
the young are subjected to taxation
and inflation that drastically limit
the jobs that are available to them.

The liberalism that is so wonder
fully spoofed by Bob Tyrrell was a

botch from the very start. To begin
with, it stole its name of liberalism
from the much sounder anti-State
liberalism of the Adam Smith fol
lowers in England and the Aus
trian economists of the European
continent.

The liberal crack-up as it has man
ifested itself in the colleges is the
substance of another delicious book,
Poisoned Ivy, by Benjamin Hart,
foreword by William R Buckley Jr.,
(New York: Stein and Day, 254 pp.,
$16.95). Hart, the son of National
Review editor Jeffrey Hart, loves
Dartmouth as F. Scott Fitzgerald
loved Princeton. But, as a founding
editor of the dissenting Dartmouth
Review (a paper that the college
administration sought to kill), Hart
was scandalized by the way the
"ethos" of the American university
would allow for only one opinion
when it came to discussing "race,
feminism, pacifism, homosexuality,
the Third World, U.S. oppression, re
verse discrimination-the whole
McGovern menu."

What Ben Hart does not tell us is
that the "ethos" is already crum
bling on the American campus in
sofar as faculties are concerned. Bur
ton Pines, in his Back to Basics, has
discovered that Keynesianism is no
longer the rage in the economics de
partments. If the news hasn't
reached Dartmouth already, it won't
be long before it does. r.tJ
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MANAGING
by Harold Geneen with Alvin Moscow
(Doubleday & Company, Inc., 501
Franklin Avenue, Garden City, NY
11530) 1984
297 pages _ $17.95 cloth

Reviewed by Melvin D. Barger

FEW business leaders can ever hope
to match the dazzling record estab
lished by Harold S. Geneen in his 17
years as chief executive officer of
ITT. Although some of his corporate
decisions were reversed by succes
sors after he stepped down in 1977,
none will dispute that ITT's spectac
ular growth and quickened vitality
of the 1960s and early 1970s were
entirely the results of Geneen's bril
liant leadership. He was so highly
regarded as a managerial wizard
that some feared ITT would self
destruct without him.

In the 197Os, however, Geneen be
came tagged as "controversial" by
an often hostile press. Critics glee
fully pounced on the company's po
litical contributions and alleged in
volvement in the overthrow of
Chile's Allende government to dis
credit both Geneen and ITT. In this
tumultuous period, Geneen was usu
ally too busy running his company
to explain himself to the public.

But in retirement, Harold Geneen
with his collaborator Alvin Moscow
has produced an excellent book that

goes far in revealing Geneen's view
of himself and his world of business.
Unlike the picture of cunning ma
nipulator and power broker pre
sented by his enemies, the Geneen
who emerges in Managing is a man
of simple beliefs whose driving force
is an almost religious devotion to the
principles and practice of good man
agement. Geneen found his greatest
self-expression and enjoyment in his
work, which completely absorbed his
life and most of his waking hours.
The book carries little mention of
family and friends, and even his rec
reational interests had a business
tie-in. Some would consider his life
austere and narrow, despite his great
business success, but it's obvious
that Geneen found his business ca
reer immensely satisfying and re
veled in its problems and challenges.

Although Geneen is a modern
manager, he has little patience with
management fads such as the cur
rently popular "Theory Z" on the art
of Japanese management. "The se
cret of how to succeed in business or
life is that there is no secret," he as
serts. "No secret at all. No formula.
No theory."

But then his own secret starts to
come through in a number of highly
interesting chapters, and it becomes
clear that hard work, efficient plan
ning, close attention to certain de
tails and unwavering pursuit of spe
cific business goals were the
elements of his great success. There
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was no way that Geneen himself
could have fully grasped the prod
ucts and operations of the 250 profit
centers in the ITT tent, but he man
aged to control this empire by de
manding careful planning from his
managers and holding them ac
countable for hitting growth and
profit targets. The cardinal sin for
an ITT manager was to be surprised
by events such as strikes and short
ages which he had not anticipated in
his previous planning.

Geneen, a financial executive in
his earlier years, devotes a complete
chapter to the importance of "The
Numbers" in managing a business.
Geneen believes that "the numbers"
have a language oftheir own and can
reveal the facts about a business if
a person studies them enough. In
fact, however, such "numbers" are
best understood by executives like
Geneen himself, who was really a
born manager and drove himself to
understand and use the tools of
management.

Managing also carries a brief ac
count of Geneen's own early life and
business career. There is a bit of the
Horatio Alger, Jr., success story in
Geneen's dogged trek to the heights.
Although he appeared in his ITT
years as the completely self-confi
dent leader who could not possibly
fail, Geneen actually had a lonely
childhood and years of painful strug
gle before he was able to seize the
brass ring at ITT. Geneen even had

to earn his college degree by attend
ing night classes over an eight-year
period. But his experience at a pub
lic accounting firm and several ma
jor companies finally brought him,
as if led by an invisible hand, to the
opportunity at ITT. Under Geneen's
leadership, ITT became a major
world corporation, and it's not hard
to believe that Geneen's early strug
gles to perfect his talents were
needed to prepare him for this re
markable task.

Beyond explaining how ITT suc
ceeded in the tortuous and confusing
world of conglomeration, Managing
also reveals Harold Geneen as a man
of high character and decency who
wanted only to be left alone to run
his company in the most efficient
way. Geneen is the sort of person
whom the public often misunder
stands, and yet needs if we are to
maintain and strengthen our busi
ness heritage. Geneen takes it for
granted that running successful,
profitable business operations is a
form of high service to the commu
nity, and he sees little need to argue
this point.

Like Thomas Edison or General
George S. Patton, Jr., Geneen is
something of an eccentric who has,
nonetheless, amazing gifts in his
own special field of interest. We don't
have to understand these gifted ec
centrics completely in order to ben
efit from their services. The late
Benjamin Rogge used to argue that
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we would all be better off ifwe would
simply let the superior business
manager do his own thing. Maybe
Geneen's Managing will help get
that message across, along with of
fering splendid advice on how to run
a business. ::;fd

YOUR WEALTH IN GOD'S WORLD
by John Jefferson Davis
(Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing
Co., Box 817, Phillipsburg, N.J. 08865)
1984
134 pages _ $4.95 paperback

Reviewed by Buddy Matthews

THEOLOGIAN John Jefferson Davis'
new book is a call to look at the free
market from a Christian and bibli
cal perspective. Though he does not
see the Bible as a text book on eco
nomics, he does see some economic
principles involved. "The Bible
makes it clear that spirituality and
economic life are related. God con
trols both and uses economic events
to teach His people spiritual truths."
His major premise is that the free
enterprise system is itself patterned
after the Christian life. "[The] bib
lical pattern of humble service and
subsequent reward lies at the heart
of the free enterprise system at its
best."

As a rebuke to Christians, Davis
feels that much of what we know as
the welfare state today has come

about because Christians have failed
to follow Jesus in His concern for the
lowly. "The early church cared for its
poor. Widows who had no other
means ofsupport were to be cared for
by the church. Families were to take
care of their own, and children were
to help their elderly parents. If the
Christian church were to consis
tently apply the provisions today,
much of the taxation for social
welfare programs would be un
necessary."

Davis views the major cause of
poverty as ultimately ethical, noting
that the family has lost its role in
teaching moral values in Western
societies. It is instructive here to see
how several Asian countries, be
cause of their close family ties and
character building efforts, have be
gun to prosper. "One of the ironies
ofthe modern world is that the 'Prot
estant work ethic' seems best ex
emplified by non-Christian states
such as Japan, Singapore, South Ko
rea, Taiwan, and Hong-Kong. Inso
far as these new industrial giants of
Asia have applied virtues com
mended by the Bible, they have
enjoyed remarkable economic pros
perity."

Economic prosperity reflects the
efficiency of the free market, as
nearly everyone agrees. But beyond
efficiency, Dr. Davis argues, the free
market embodies high ethical val
ues, and thus should recommend it
self to churchmen. GtJ
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